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DISCLAIMER

This research has no intention of criticising individual landscape 
architects, landscape contractors or clients, our focus is solely on 
the optimisation of design, detailing and maintenance measures. 
The individual firms responsible for the design, implementation and 
maintenance of the projects are irrelevant for this research and remain 
anonymous throughout. 

The field research recordings are by no means representative of entire 
projects, they focus on specific excerpts (mainly extreme situations) in 
order to identify particular issues. 

The author apologises in advance to anyone who may feel offended by 
having their built works being scrutinised in this manner
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PART 2: CATALOGUE OF WEAK POINTS AND 
VULNERABILITIES.

Key research results of the doctoral research are presented here in Part 2 of the thesis. 
This second part presents the results of the expert interviews and evaluations in order 
to be used in practice to optimise the performance of landscape architecture projects. 
The catalogue presents case study sequences depicting change from the time of 
completion to the latter stages of deterioration together with a detailed analysis of the 
specific situation.  Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies for dealing 
with weak points and vulnerabilities in the design, construction and maintenance of 
landscape architecture projects are also presented in the form of diagrams, texts and 
drawings. The catalogue can be used by practitioners in order to predict change and 
detect points of weakness by analogy in the design phase of future projects. It can also 
be used for supporting post occupancy constructional inspections. 

The use of this catalogue enables practitioners of landscape architecture to identify, 
evaluate and forecast change, thus enhancing the performance of built landscape 
works and making an important contribution to the sustainability, resilience and 
durability of landscape construction. 

The catalogue consists of four main parts: the Introduction, Basic data, Methodology 
and the Catalogue of change.

BASIC DATA 
An overview of the study areas in berlin is presented with lists of the projects 
and detailed maps showing the project locations in each district. In the interest 
of improving the application and international comparability of the research 

results, basic climate and social data from Berlin is provided. Climate and 
social data comparisons from Beijing (Peking), London, Sydney and New 
York are are also provided. As a result, similar situations in other social and 
climatic contexts throughout the world can be compared more effectively.  

METHODOLOGY 
The research methods developed during this research are presented in detail in 
order to provide a thorough understanding of the case study evaluations. A non-
destructive method for the gathering of data through on-site investigation is 
described together with a system for storing the acquired case study data. A detailed 
description of the developed cyclic monitoring method for assessing weak points, 
vulnerabilities and the general performance of built landscape elements is also 
provides. A root cause analysis method is then presented together with tools for 
analysing the results.  The developed Cause Analysis Profile Diagram provides 
an optimal presentation of the quantitative results. Finally an annotated example 
of a case study evaluation from the catalogue of weak points and vulnerabilities is 
presented, describing the structure and presentation format of the catalogue.

CATALOGUE OF WEAK POINTS AND VULNERABILITIES
Firstly, the legend for the case study presentations is illustrated and explained in detail. 
The case studies are then presented and followed by an analysis of the problem. 
Optimisation strategies are provided in the form of texts, diagrams and drawings. 

INTRODUCTION
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW OF STUDY AREAS IN BERLIN

The subjects of research were landscape elements, or combinations of these, in public 
or semi-public open spaces, built between 1990 and 2015 in the city of Berlin, Germany. 
Since reunification, a large number of typologically different landscape architecture 
projects have been planned and implemented in Berlin. The current, often desolate 
state of some of these projects reflects on the one hand the financial distress of the 
city (BMUB 2015: 12, 33, 74) - a fact that increasingly applies to cities throughout the 
world - on the other hand a clear lack of knowledge on the time-bound and contextual 
processes of change (Colwill: 2019). 

A large number and variety of open spaces such as city squares, parks, forecourts and 
promenades by diverse international landscape architects were analysed to achieve 
the required design, material and constructional bandwidth of the objects to be 
examined. Award winning projects or those resulting from national or international 
design competitions were preferred. For the purpose of narrowing down the subject 
area the following typologies are excluded from this study:
• Playgrounds and  green roofs:  many guidelines, recommendations and regulations 

are available relating to inspections, safety, maintenance and repair of these 
elements over time

• Plantings: a new research project implementing similar research methods is 
suggested

• Water features: these are technical structures that are considered too complex to 
be evaluated with this visual method 

The following chapter provides lists of the projects that were examined and detailed 
maps showing the project locations in each district.
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW OF STUDY AREAS IN BERLIN BASIC DATA

Berlin overview, 1:50000
Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT MITTE

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT MITTE
BM001 Marie-Elisabeth-Lüders-Haus
BM002 Temporäre Freiraumgestaltung Schlossareal / Schlossfreiheit (1. BA)
BM003 Temporäre Freiraumgestaltung Schlossareal (2. BA)
BM004 Kolonnadenhof Museumsinsel
BM005 Zwei Parks auf dem Friedrichswerder
BM006 Alexanderplatz
BM007 Kreditanstalt für Wiederaufbau - Berlin
BM008 Lustgarten
BM009 Invaliden-Park
BM010 Denkmal für die Ermordeten Juden Europas, Holocaust-Denkmal-Berlin
BM011 Schendelpark Südteil
BM012 Schendelpark Nordteil 
BM013 Pariser Platz / Platz des 18. März
BM014 Bundespresseamt
BM015 DomAquarée Berlin
BM016 Neustädtischer Kirchplatz
BM017 Promenade am Berlin-Spandauer-Schifffahrtskanal - Nordteil
BM018 Stadtplatz Am Zwirngraben, Hackescher Markt 
BM019 Garten der Stadtkommandantur
BM020 Rosa-Luxemburg-Platz
BM021 Leipziger Platz
BM022 Park auf dem Nordbahnhof
BM023 Elisabeth-Schwarzhaupt-Platz, Nordbahnhof Vorplatz
BM024 Monbijou James-Simon-Park
BM025 Park Kolonaden am Potsdamer Platz
BM026 Mauerdenkmal Gedenkstätte Berliner Mauer
BM027 ULAP-Park Universum-Landes-Ausstellungs-Park
BM028 Gedenkstätte Berliner Mauer 1. Abschnitt (Erweiterung)
BM029 Geschichtspark Zellengefängnis Moabit
BM030 Wegeverbindung östlich der Kastanienrampe (Nähe ULAP-Park)
BM031 Monbijoupark
BM032 Monbijouplatz
BM033 Besucherzentrum - Gedenkstätte Berliner Mauer
BM034 Henriette-Herz-Platz, Hackescher Markt 
BM035 Garnisonkirchplatz, Hackescher Markt 
BM036 Landesvertretung Mecklenburg-Vorpommern und Brandenburg, Berlin
BM037 Bundesschlange Berlin + Kopfbau
BM038 Atriumhäuser Alice-Berend-Straße 1,3,5,6
BM039 Parkanlage Moabiter Werdaer inkl. Spreeuferpromenade
BM040 Bundespräsidentendreieck 
BM041 Spreebogenpark inkl. Ludwig-Erhardt-Ufer (vor dem Spreebogenpark)
BM042 Uferpromenaden im Regierungsviertel - vor dem Hauptbahnhof,

 Schiffbauer Damm und Kapelle-Ufer
BM043 Bettina-von Arnim-Ufer (vor dem Bundeskanzleramt)
BM044 Platz der Republik inkl. Skulpturenwiese an der Kongresshalle, Haus der  
 Kulturen der Welt
BM045 Forum / Bürgerforum
BM046 Friedrich-Ebert-Platz
BM047 Bundeskanzleramt Berlin
BM048 Paul-Löbe-Haus
BM049 Sony Center
BM050 Henriette-Herz-Park
BM051 Tilla-Durieux-Park
BM052 Beisheim Center Potsdamer Platz Berlin
BM053 Kulturforum
BM054 Nordische Botschaften
BM055 Tiergarten Dreieck Berlin
BM056 Urbanes Gewässer und Marlene-Dietrich-Platz am Potsdamer Platz 
BM057 Vorgartengestaltung Lennéstraße 1, 7
BM058 Sellerpark
BM059 Litfaß-Platz
BM060 Washingtonplatz/ Hauptbahnhof  1. Bauabschnitt
BM061 Luisenstädtischen Kanal/Engelbecken
BM062 Umfeld Fernsehturm Freiflächen
BM063 Boulevard der Stars
BM064 Bernburger Treppe
BM065 Hafenplatz - Haus der Kulturen der Welt 
BM066 Joachim-Karnatz-Allee -an der Bundesschlange
BM067 Spreetreppe am Ebertplatz
BM068 Zentrum Zukunftsenergien Berlin/Internationales Solarzentrum  einschl.      
 Spreeufergestaltung,
BM069 Reichstagsufer
BM070 Promenade am Berlin-Spandauer-Schifffahrtskanal - Südteil
BM071 Otto Park Moabit  (Kleiner Tiergarten)
BM072 Kleiner Tiergarten-West, Moabit
BM073 Kleiner Tiergarten-Ost, Moabit (mit Imbiss)
BM074 Uferpromenade Neues Ufer
BM075 Gedenk- und Informationsort T4
BM076 Rahel-Hirsch-Str. 10, Fassadendetails
BM077 Ingeborg-Drewitz-Allee
BM078 Lux-Wohnhaus Vorplatz am Neustädtischen Kirchplatz
BM079 Dorothea-Schlegel-Platz, Friedrichstrasse
BM080 Umgebung Tränenpalast, Friedrichstrasse
BM081 Washingtonplatz/ Hauptbahnhof 2. Bauabschnitt

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT NEUKÖLLN

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT NEUKÖLLN

BN001 Treppe "Sonnenbrücke Nord"
BN002 Comenius Garten

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT FRIEDRICHSHAIN KREUZBERG

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT FRIEDRICHSHAIN-KREUZBERG

BF001 Vorplatz der Berlinischen Galerie
BF002 Park an der Spree (East Side Park Erweiterung)
BF003 Schiffsanleger
BF004 East Side Park (Park an der East Side Gallery)
BF005 Arena am Ostbahnhof (o2/ Mercedes-Benz Arena)
BF006 Tempodrom
BF007 Jüdisches Museum Berlin
BF008 Oberbaum City
BF009 Außenanlagen Axel-Springer Verlag
BF010 Lenbachplatz
BF011 Halbinsel Stralau, Uferpromenade und Stadtpark (Engelwiese)
BF012 Theodor-Wolff-Park
BF013 Besselpark
BF014 Bombardier Gleisdreieck
BF015 Park auf dem Gleisdreieck - Westpark
BF016 Park auf dem Gleisdreieck - Ostpark
BF017 Warschauer Platz
BF018 Elise-Tilse-Park, Anhalter Park
BF019 Bethanien (1. BA)
BF020 Südliche Lohmühleninsel - Spiel- und Sportband (1.  u 2. BA)
BF021 Südliche Lohmühleninsel – Eingangsplatz (3. BA)
BF022 Wassertorstraße Nachbarschaftspark
BF023 Wassertorstrasse Bergfriedplatz
BF024 Wassertorstrasse Galerie Innenhof
BF025 Wendenpark, Stralau
BF026 HansaUfer, Stralau
BF027 Paul und Paula Ufer
BF028 Strela Park, Stralau
BF029 Bartholomäus Ufer, Stralau
BF030 Am Speicher, Kernölspeicher Stralau, "Speicherkai"
BF031 An der Bucht, Stralau
BF032 Caroline Tübbecke Ufer, Stralau

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW STUDY AREAS - PANKOW

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT PANKOW

BP001 Blankensteinpark
BP002 Velodrom Berlin, Schwimm- und Sprunghalle
BP003 Stadtrandpark Neue Wiesen
BP004 Bürgerpark Pappelfriedhof
BP005 Helmholtzplatz
BP006 Schöne Ecke, Kollwitzplatz
BP007 Platz des 9. Novembers 1989
BP008 Mauerpark (1. BA)
BP009 Mauerpark (2. BA)

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT CHARLOTTENBURG WILMERSDORF

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT CHARLOTTENBURG WILMERSDORF
BC001 Breitscheidplatz
BC002 Götz-Friedrich-Platz an der Deutschen Oper Berlin
BC003 Joachimstaler Platz Berlin
BC004 Mercedes Welt Berlin
BC005 Margarete-und-Arthur-Eloesser-Park
BC006 Stuttgarter Platz (S-Bahn Charlottenburg)
BC007 "Am Spreebord" - Uferweg
BC008 Nördlicher Spreebogen - Grünanlage, Kucharskistr. 5
BC009 KPM Königliche Porzellan-Manufaktur Berlin, Innenhof
BC010 Herbert-Lewin-Platz – Außenanlagen der Bundesgesundheitsverbände,   
 KPM-Quartier, Berlin
BC011 Herbert-Lewin-Platz und Außenanlagen des Gemeinsamen    
 Bundesausschuss der Kassenärztlichen Bundesvereinigung,    
 KPM-Quartier
BC012 Vorplatz Ernst-Reuter-Haus, Charlottenburger Tor
BC013 Vorplatz TU- Berlin
BC014 Friedrich-Hollaender-Platz, ehem. Rankeplatz
BC015 Östereich Park
BC016 BIKINI Berlin Freianlagen // Zoopalast
BC017 Mittelstreifen Tauentzienstraße (1. BA Wittenbergplatz bis Nürnberger Str.)
BC018 Grünanlage Sömmeringstraße (An der Sömmeringhalle)
BC019 Bettina Berggruen Garten
BC020 Spreeuferweg - Fürstenbrunner Graben
BC021 Fahrradständer vor EB Gebäude, TU-Berlin
BC022 TU-Berlin Fahrradständer
BC023 Einsteinufer
BC024 Spreeuferweg- Neuen Schleusen / Knüppeldamm

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT TEMPELHOF SCHÖNEBERG

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT TEMPELHOF SCHÖNEBERG
BT001 Südkreuz Vorplatz / Hildegard-Knef-Platz
BT002 Natur-Park Südgelände
BT003 Hans-Baluschek-Park, Priester-Pape-Park, Berlin  
BT004 Mittelstreifen Tauentzienstraße (1. BA Wittenbergplatz bis Nürnberger  
 Str.)
BT005 Fuggerstraße Ecke Eisenacher Str.
BT006 Flaschenhalspark, Park am Gleisdrieck
BT007 Monumentenplatz, Park am Gleisdrieck
BT008 Ost-West-Grünzug mit Alfred-Lion-Steg
BT009 Nord-Süd-Grünzug, Südteil
BT010 Park Gasag, Nordspitze
BT011 Cherusker-Park
BT012 Grünzug Torgauer Straße
BT013 Nord-Süd-Grünzug, Nordteil

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT TREPTOW KÖPENICK

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT TREPTOW KÖPENICK

BK001 Freiflächengestaltung Wista, Berlin-Adlersho
BK002 Umwelt-Technologie-Zentrum (UTZ), Innovationszentrums für   
 Umwelttechnologie, Berlin Adlershof
BK003 Landschaftspark Adlershof 
BK004 Akademieplatz
BK005 Stadtgärten im Natur- und Erholungspark Berlin-Adlershof 
 (Drei Stadtgärten - "Himmelsspiegel“, „Blütenmosaik“ und „Rollfeld“,)
BK006 Erwin-Schrödinger-Zentrum, Humboldt-Universität in Berlin-Adlershof
BK007 SOLON SE Corporate Headquarters
BK008 Stadtplatz am Kaisersteg / Kranbahnpromenade
BK009 Krematorium Berlin-Baumschulenweg
BK010 Forum Adlershof
BK011 Aerodynamischer Park
BK012 Bessy II
BK013 Humboldt-Universität-Berlin, Institut für Physik, Lise-Meitner-Haus
BK014 Platz der Befreiung
BK015 Zentrum für Biotechnologie und Umwelt I
BK016 Adlershof_PTB (Willy-Wien-Laboratorium)
BK017 Institute für Psychologie (Wolfgang Köhler-Haus) und Geographisches  
 Institut, HU 
BK018 Laborgebäude der BAM, Außenanlagen
BK019 HU_Institut Chemie, Emil-Fischer-Haus
BK020 Gartenhöfe des Johann-von-Neumann-Haus
BK021 Adlershof Zentrum für Photonik und Optik

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT SPANDAU

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT SPANDAU

BS001 Uferpromenade an der Havelspitze
BS002 Südspitze, Quartier Havelspitze
BS003 Lilli-Palmer-Promenade und Krienicke-Park
BS004 Grützmacher Park mit Spielplatz
BS005 Uferpromenade Haveleck / Havelpromande Berlin
BS006 Quartierspark Haveleck
BS007 Ufergrünzug Salzhof  // Uferweg Quartier Salzhof in Berlin-Spandau
BS008 Öffentliche Parkanlage und Ufergrünzug Eiswerder
BS009 Stadtplatz am Ufer
BS010 Havelwiesen
BS011 Stadtplatz am Wasserbogen
BS012 Park am Maselakekanal (Öffentliche Grünfläche und Kinderspielplatz
BS013 Maselakepark
BS014 Lärmschutzanlage Neue Daumstraße, Berlin
BS015 Bullengraben  (6. BA), Südlicher Egelpfuhlgraben
BS016 Bullengraben (1. BA), Staakener Felder / Stieglakebecken
BS017 Bullengraben  (2. BA), Spieroweg 
BS018 Bullengraben  (3. BA), Wiesenbecken / Grabenkreuz / Ulrikenbecken
BS019 Bullengraben  (4. BA), Klosterfelde 
BS020 Bullengraben  (5. BA), Ziegelhof / Burgwallgraben
BS021 Uferweg am Maselake Kanal, Skater- und Sportpark
BS022 Bullengrabengrünzug Brunsbütteler Damm/Nennhauser Damm 
 Dorf Staaken 

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT LICHTENBERG

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT LICHTENBERG
BL001 Tierheim Berlin
BL002 Gutspark Falkenberg
BL003 Wartenberger Feldmark (Landschaftspark Wartenberg)
BL004 Nöldnerplatz
BL005 Quartierspark Pfarrstraße / Türrschmidtstraße / Kernhofer Straße
BL006 Oberstufenzentrum für Bürowirtschaft
BL007 Lichtenberg - Tuchollaplatz
BL008 Zillepromenade Rummelsburg
BL009 24 Stunden Anleger Rummelsburg
BL010 Medaillonplatz Rummelsburg
BL011 Innenhof Hauptstraße 4, Rummelsburg

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT MARZAHN HELLERSDORF

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT MARZAHN HELLERSDORF
BH001 Der geschriebene Garten
BH002 Torplatz am Eastgate Berlin
BH003 Der Wiesenpark
BH004 Wellenpark

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
OVERVIEW - DISTRICT REINICKENDORF

Source map: Geoportal Berlin / ALK-Berlin
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BASIC DATA BERLIN 
PROJECT LIST DISTRICT REINICKENDORF
BR001 Flusskreuzfahrtanleger Greenwichpromenade 
BR002 Kurt-Schumacher-Platz 

BASIC DATA
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BASIC DATA BERLIN

Limit value 2005 2010 2016
Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) 40µg/m3 15 - 29µg/m3 15 - 29µg/m3 10 - 39µg/m3
Ozone (O3) 40ppb (=80μg/m³) 6 – 18μg/m³ 15 – 20μg/m³ 9 – 20μg/m³
Fine dust (PM2,5) 25µg/m3 15 – 20µg/m3 17,5 – 22,5µg/m3 12,5 – 17,5µg/m3

Table 1: Compilation of nitrogen dioxide, ozone and particulate matter values for Berlin 
Reference: viewed June 2017, Umweltbundesamt Deutschland, www.umweltbundesamt.de

Berlin is located east of Germany at the transition from the maritime to the continental 
climatic zone. With around 3.711.930 million inhabitants (31. december 2017) [1] and a 
population density of 4012 people per km2 [2], it is the largest city in Germany. The total 
area is 891.1km2, of which 70.4% is settlement and traffic area, 4.2% agriculture, 6.6% 
water, 1.1% other vegetation and 17.7% forest [3]. The climate is warm and temperate 
with an average annual temperature of about 10°C [3]. Geographically described Berlin 
is located in the northeast on the Barnimer plateau. The historic city centre is located 
in the Berlin glacial valley, through which flows the Spree. The height of Berlin varies 
between 29.5 and 115 m above sea level [4].

As a densely packed and hot city, Berlin has problems, especially in the areas of air 
pollution, heat and noise pollution, which have been actively combated for several 
years. The climate forecast map "04.12.2.03 - Increase in heat days per year compared to 
1981-2010 to 2011-2040" prepared by the Senate for Urban Development and Housing 
predicted the city to increase by 3 to 6 heat days within the next climate period (around 
30 years). Especially in the area of   the district of Berlin Mitte, which has changed the most 
in comparison with outdoor conditions, the danger of flooding is very high. Also parts 

of the districts Lichtenberg, Pankow, Neukölln and Schöneberg are easily endangered. 
Since Berlin has a large amount of green areas that also have a positive influence on the 
urban climate in terms of their spatial characteristics and size, it is at least possible to 
counteract the effects of climate change. [5]

Noise pollution is currently reported using the day-evening-night noise index LDEN and 
is in the 50 to 75db range. The index indicates a strength of 60db and above as noise. In 
particular, the air traffic of Tempelhof airport is perceived as a disturbance for the local 
residents. [6]

A survey by the Federal Environmental Agency (UBA) is also investigating the temporal 
evolution of air pollution in Berlin. As a result, critical emissions have steadily declined 
since 1990, but are still in the critical range. Table 1 briefly summarizes the values   for the 
most relevant factors [7]

[1] - Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, data from December 2017. (Statistischer Bericht, A I 5 – hj 2 / 17, Einwohnerinnen und Einwohner im Land Berlin am 31. Dezember 2017)
[2] - Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, data from 2016. (published online at: www.statistik-berlin-brandenburg.de/Statistiken/inhalt-statistiken.asp) 
[3] - Kleine berlin-statistik 2017, data from 2016. (published by the Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, Potsdam, 2017)
[4] - Statistisches Jahrbuch Berlin 2017 (published by the Amt für Statistik Berlin-Brandenburg, Potsdam, 2017, ISBN 978-3-86124-711-1)
[5] - Umweltatlas Klima, Klimamodell Berlin - Entwicklung der Anzahl klimatologischer Kenntage in der Zukunft, 04.12.2 Entwicklung der Anzahl der Hitzetage in der Zukunft
[6] - Umweltatlas Verkehr/Lärm, Strategische Lärmkarten, 07.05.7 Strategische Lärmkarte LDEN (Tag-Abend-Nacht-Lärmindex) Flugverkehr
[7] - Kartendienst des Umweltbundesamt zur Luftschadstoffbelastung in Deutschland, http://gis.uba.de/Website/luft/index.html (from 18.05.2018)

GEOGRAPHIC, DEMOGRAPHIC AND ENVIRONMENTAL DATA FOR BERLIN
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City Köppen/Geiger climate classificatio Description

Berlin* Temperate oceanic climate (Cfb)
Coldest month averaging above 0 °C, all months with average temperatures below 
22 °C, and at least four months averaging above 10 °C. No significant precipitation
difference between seasons.

London Temperate oceanic climate (Cfb)
Coldest month averaging above 0 °C, all months with average temperatures below 
22 °C, and at least four months averaging above 10 °C. No significant precipitation
difference between seasons.

New York Humid subtropical climate (Cfa)
Coldest month averaging above −3 °C, at least one month's average temperature 
above 22 °C, and at least four months averaging above 10 °C. No significant precip -
tation difference between seasons. No dry months in the summer.

Beijing (Peking) Monsoon-influenced hot-summer
humid continental climate (Dwa)

Coldest month averaging below 0 °C, at least one month's average temperature 
above 22 °C, and at least four months averaging above 10 °C. At least ten times as 
much rain in the wettest month of summer as in the driest month of winter (alternative 
definition is 70% or more of average annual precipitation is received in the warmest
six months).

Sydney Temperate rainy climate (Cfa)
Coldest month averaging above −3 °C, at least one month's average temperature 
above 22 °C, and at least four months averaging above 10 °C. No significant precip -
tation difference between seasons. No dry months in the summer.

Table 2: Climate classification according to Köppen/Geige  
Reference: Climate classification data, viewed April 2018, Cimate-data.org

BASIC DATA BERLIN

* Berlin is however classified as a temperate continental climate Dc (monthly mean 
temperature of the coldest month < 0°C) under the Trewartha climate scheme 
Reference: Gerstengarbe F. W., Werner P. C. (2009): A short update on Koeppen climate 
shifts in Europe between 1901 and 2003. Clim Change 92: 99–107

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER CAPITOLS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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Table 4: Comparisons of population data
Reference: Demographia World Urban Areas (Built Up Urban Areas or World Agglomerations), 14th annual edition, April 2018. Archived from the original (PDF) on 18 April 2018. 

Table 4: Comparisons of location and elevation
References:  
Latitude and Longtitude data: GeoNames geographische Datenbank, viewed January 2019, http://www.geonames.org
Elevation data: Meteoblue, viewed January 2019, www.meteoblue.com  

Population and population density Country Population
Estimate

Land area
(in sqKm)

Density
(people per sqKm)

Berlin Germany 4,120,000 1,347 3,100
London UK 10,585,000 1,738 5,600
New York* USA 21,575,000 10,875 1,700
Beijing (Peking) China 21,250,000 4,144 5,100
Sydney Australia 4,390,000 2,179 2,000

Location Latitude Longtitude Elevation

Berlin 52°31′27″N 13°24′37″E 74m ü.NN
London 51°30′30″N 0°07′32″W 25m ü.NN
New York 40°42′51″N 74°00′21″W 10m ü.NN
Beijing (Peking) 39°54′27″N 116°23′50″E 49m ü.NN
Sydney 33°52′04″S 151°12′26″E 58m ü.NN

*New York (Combined urban area. Includes Bridgeport, New Haven, Trenton, Danbury, Waterbury and Twin Rivers urban areas)

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER CAPITOLS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
BASIC DATA BERLIN
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Maximum temperature (°C) Average 
per year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 14,8 2,4 7,2 8,7 14,0 21,5 24,8 25,8 24,4 24,6 11,5 7,3 5,7
London 14,1 8,0 8,0 1,0 14,0 17,0 20,0 23,0 23,0 20,0 16,0 11,0 8,0
New York 18,0 4,0 5,0 10,0 16,0 22,0 27,0 30,0 29,0 25,0 19,0 12,0 17,0
Beijing (Peking) 19,4 2,0 6,0 13,0 22,0 29,0 33,0 34,0 32,0 27,0 21,0 11,0 3,0
Sydney 21,6 27,0 26,0 24,0 22,0 19,0 16,0 16,0 17,0 20,0 23,0 24,0 26,0

Minimum temperature (°C) Average
per year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 0,2 -11,4 -4,0 -3,2 1,2 5,8 10,8 10,0 8,8 7,1 2,0 -6,4 -2,5
London 6,7 2,0 2,0 3,0 4,0 7,0 10,0 12,0 13,0 11,0 8,0 5,0 3,0
New York 8,6 -3,0 -3,0 1,0 6,0 12,0 17,0 21,0 20,0 16,0 11,0 5,0 0,0
Beijing (Peking) 6,3 -9,0 -6,0 0,0 6,0 13,0 19,0 22,0 20,0 14,0 6,0 -2,0 -7,0
Sydney 12,2 18,0 18,0 16,0 13,0 10,0 7,0 6,0 7,0 9,0 12,0 14,0 16,0

Sunny days (days) Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 54,5 2,0 2,0 3,5 5,0 6,0 5,0 7,0 7,0 6,0 6,0 3,0 2,0
London 35 2,0 2,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 4,0 4,0 3,0 3,0 2,0 3,0
New York 104 6,0 6,0 7,0 8,0 8,0 9,0 11,0 12,0 13,0 11,0 7,0 6,0
Beijing (Peking) 175 19,0 15,0 13,0 14,0 13,0 11,0 10,0 11,0 14,0 18,0 18,0 19,0
Sydney 103 5,0 6,0 7,0 9,0 11,0 12,0 13,0 12,0 10,0 8,0 4,0 6,0

Maximum temperature: The maximum temperature is the highest measured temperature within a defined period of time. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).
Minimum temperature: The minimum temperature is the lowest measured temperature within a defined period of time. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).
Sunny days: Days with less than 20% cloud cover are considered sunny. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER CAPITOLS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Tables 5-7: Comparisons of temperature and sunny day data
Reference: Maximum temperature: viewed May 2018, DWD Climate Data Center (CDC), www.dwd.de.  
Minimum / maximum temperatures: viewed May 2018,  www.meteoblue.com 
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Days with precipitation 
(days)

Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 159 17 14 13 10 12 13 14 13 11 12 14 16
London 155 15 12 14 13 12 13 12 12 11 13 14 14
New York 133 11 11 12 13 13 12 12 11 9 8 10 11
Beijing (Peking) 73 2 2 4 5 7 11 14 12 7 4 3 2
Sydney 86 9 9 7 6 5 6 4 5 6 8 11 10

Days of rainfall ≥ 1mm 
(days)

Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 151,5 14 13 13 11 13 14 13 12 10,5 11 12 15
London 155 15 12 14 13 12 13 12 12 11 13 14 14
New York 133 11 11 12 13 13 12 12 11 9 8 10 11
Beijing (Peking) 73 2 2 4 5 7 11 14 12 7 4 3 2
Sydney 86 9 9 7 6 5 6 4 5 6 8 11 10

Sunshine hours per day: The actual duration of direct solar radiation within a defined period of time at a specific location Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).
Days with precipitation: A day (24h) with any sort of precipitation, e.g. drizzle, rain, freezing rain, freezing drizzle, ice rain, snow, hail or frost sleet. Averaging period: 
30 years (1981-2010).
Days of rainfall: A day (24h) in which the measured rainfall is greater than or equal to 0.1mm (equivalent to 0.1 l /m2). Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).

Sunshine hours (hours/day) Average 
per year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 4,6 1,7 2,6 3,7 6 7,4 7,4 7,6 7 5,2 3,6 1,9 1,3
London 4 1,8 2,5 3,9 5,9 5,3 6,6 5,9 4,6 4,5 3,3 2,4 1,7
New York - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Beijing (Peking) - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sydney - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Tables 8-10: Comparisons of precipitation, rainfall and snowfall data
Reference: Sunshine hours per day: viewed May 2018, www.weatheronline.de. Days with precipitation / rainfall: viewed May 2018, www.meteoblue.com 

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER CAPITOLS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD
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COMPARISONS WITH OTHER CAPITOLS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Precipitation: The total amount of precipitation falling within a defined period of time. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).
Rainfall amount: The amount of rain is measured in litre per square meter, which equals mm per square meter. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).
Days of snowfall: A day (24h) on which snowfall is observed. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).

Rainfall amount (l/m2) Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 589,2 43,2 36,6 37,5 42,2 55,3 70,7 53,1 65,3 45,5 35,8 49,5 54,2
London - - - - - - - - - - - - -
New York - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Beijing - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sydney - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Days of snowfall (days) Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 21,0 13,0 5,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 3,0
London 1,3 0,4 0,5 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,2
New York 10,5 3,5 3,2 1,6 0,2 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,2 1,8
Beijing 7,0 1,0 2,0 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,0 2,0
Sydney 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0

Precipitation amount 
(mm/m2)

Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 567 51 35 35 26 52 49 75 64 51 44 45 40
London 597 56 43 44 46 48 51 49 45 42 58 57 58
New York 1097 101 88 121 104 91 66 74 83 75 90 95 109
Beijing 389 3 6 11 21 26 50 101 92 41 23 12 3
Sydney 460 38 46 34 46 33 42 26 37 34 35 47 42

Tables 11-13: Comparisons of precipitation, rainfall and snowfall data
Reference: www.meteoblue.com, May 2018 

BASIC DATA BERLIN
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Days with thunderstorms 
(days)

Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 29,4 0,5 0,7 0,9 2,2 5 6,4 5,3 4,8 2,4 0,4 0,5 0,3
London - - - - - - - - - - - - -
New York - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Beijing - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sydney - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Snow depth (cm) Total per 
year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 37,9 9,5 9,9 7,3 1,1 0 0 0 0 0 0 3,4 6,7
London - - - - - - - - - - - - -
New York - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Beijing - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Sydney - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Snow depth: Snow depth (snow cover height) is the depth of frozen precipitation measured perpendicular to the ground. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010). 
Wind speed: The horizontal velocity of moving air. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010). 
Days with thunderstorms: A day (24h) that has seen at least one thunderstorm. A thunderstorm begins when the first thunder is heard. Averaging period: 30 years 
(1981-2010).

Average Wind speed 
(km/h)w

Average
per year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 13,6 16,0 15,0 15,0 14,0 13,0 13,0 13,0 12,0 12,0 12,5 13,5 15,0
London 20,2 25,0 25,0 23,0 20,0 18,0 16,0 16,0 17,0 17,0 20,0 21,0 24,0
New York 16,7 26,0 25,0 22,0 17,0 13,0 12,0 11,0 10,0 12,0 14,0 17,0 22,0
Beijing 8,5 9,0 9,0 10,0 10,0 10,0 8,0 7,0 7,0 7,0 8,0 9,0 9,0
Sydney 15,7 16,0 16,0 15,0 14,0 14,0 16,0 16,0 17,0 16,0 16,0 16,0 16,0

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER CAPITOLS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Tables 14-16: Comparisons of snow depth, wind speed and thunderstorm data
Reference: viewed May 2018, www.weatheronline.de 
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Relative humidity at 4pm 
(%) 

Average
per year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 77 85 82 75 69 67 69 70 73 80 83 85 86
London 76 85 80 74 70 68 65 67 75 74 80 86 86
New York 60 57 59 58 53 61 66 61 61 62 64 59 61
Beijing 53 42 43 37 45 45 60 66 67 65 56 56 52
Sydney 70 73 75 72 75 71 71 69 63 66 65 71 68

UV Index (UVI) Average
per year Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec.

Berlin 3 0 1 2 4 5 6 6 5 3 2 1 0
London 3 1 1 2 3 5 6 6 5 4 2 1 0
New York 5 1 2 4 6 7 8 9 8 6 4 2 1
Beijing 5 1 2 4 6 7 8 9 8 6 4 2 1
Sydney 7 13 11 9 6 4 2 3 4 6 8 10 12

Relative humidity: A measure of the water vapour density of the prevailing air relative to the maximum (saturation) water vapour density for saturated air at the same 
temperature and pressure. It is expressed as a percentage. Averaging period: 30 years (1981-2010).
UV Index: The ultraviolet index is an international standard measurement of the strength of UV radiation from the sun at a particular place and time. Averaging period: 
30 years (1981-2010).

Tables 17, 18: Comparisons of relative humidity and ultraviolet index data
Reference: viewed Feb. 2018, www.weatheronline.de 

BASIC DATA BERLIN
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Figure 1: The formation of case studies

The documentation of the process of deterioration over the project lifecycle is possible 
through targeted site surveys. In order to carry out the field research and collect data 
for the case studies, the following methods are applied.

Field research / Site survey
Photographic recordings of each individual site are taken using a camera with GPS 
(Global Positioning System). The GPS enables geotagging, which adds geographical 
identification metadata to a digital image thus providing added data security. Each 
photograph therefore contains precise information on the location where it was 
captured and can be accurately located on a digital map. Data collection reports and 
project data sheets are used to record observations from the field studies as well as 
background data concerning the site itself such as construction periods, location, date 
of completion, etc. Background data for case studies was obtained from local planning 

authorities, publications, planning offices and web based resources. 

The photographic recordings are taken at three zoom factors representing 3 scales for 
precise scientific documentation:
Context images: represent the total site as well as contextual and spatial 
interrelationships. 
Object images: show the individual landscape elements as well as the transitions to 
adjacent surfaces and objects. Interactions with users are also documented.
Detail images: provide detailed information on the interactions between the agents of 
change and the materials, surface finishes, construction and fixings.

The photographic site surveys are repeated annually. For the initial recordings in 
the year of completion, the field researcher needs to anticipate points of weakness, 

CASE STUDY DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY

Site survey Photographic recordings Assignment of metadata

Figure 2: Example of a case study sequence in five stages; Example of case study sequence in five stages; I Very good condition (year of completion), 
II Good condition (year 1), III Satisfactory condition (year 5), IV Poor - potentially unsafe (year 6), V Critical condition - unsafe (year 7)
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vulnerability. The subsequent annual recordings focus on the weaknesses identified in 
previous years together with new signs of possible weaknesses.

Assignment of metadata 
A screening process is used to critically review and sort the most indicative recorded 
material for each specific element. The selected recordings are then stored in a 
database and step by step detailed metadata (information on the project type, 
completion date, materials etc.) is added. This enables the optimal identification, 
storage and retrieval of information about the individual case studies. Information can 
be found by sorting, filtering and searching through the complex metadata structure 
using the diverse parameters. Furthermore, the database software (Adobe Photoshop 
Lightroom database) enables the geotagged photos to be displayed on a map thus 
pinpointing the exact location and context of each individual photographic recording . 

Photographic sequences (see Fig. 2 below)
The individual photos are then grouped to form photographic sequences displaying 
the development of an individual weakness over time from the time of completion to 
the end of useful service life. The sequence is subdvidied into five stages; I Very good 
condition, II Good condition, III Satisfactory condition, IV Poor - potentially unsafe, V 
Critical condition - unsafe. 

Case studies
Photographic sequences that show the same individual weakness in different locations 
and contexts are then grouped to form case studies.  Each case study consists of 1-6 
individual photographic sequences which provides a comprehensive quantity and 
range of data for the subsequent analysis.

CASE STUDY DEVELOPMENT METHODOLOGY METHODOLOGY

Case StudiesPhotographic sequences

Figure 2: Example of a case study sequence in five stages; Example of case study sequence in five stages; I Very good condition (year of completion), 
II Good condition (year 1), III Satisfactory condition (year 5), IV Poor - potentially unsafe (year 6), V Critical condition - unsafe (year 7)
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OVERVIEW OF THE MONITORING METHOD

Figure 3: Overview of the monitoring method
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OVERVIEW OF THE MONITORING METHOD METHODOLOGY
MONITORING METHOD 

The monitoring method developed throughout this research is presented in Figure 3. 
This methodology is based on an empirical research using the case study methodology, 
which includes both qualitative and quantitative evidence (Yin 2014: 109; Colwill: 2018). 
Weak points and vulnerabilities are initially identified on site and recorded through 
multitemporal field research. This is accompanied by a documentary process and the 
storage of data in a database. The assignment of metadata enables a targeted selection 
and compilation of case studies. Case studies are then evaluated by the cause analysis 
team. The results are compiled and documented in order to be fed back to practice via 
teaching, research and publications. This method is explained in detail in the following 
sub-chapters and diagrams.

Monitoring enables patterns in a stream of data to be identified enabling the user to 
forecast what will happen in the future. The monitoring method developed through 
this research provides a low threshold non-destructive and low-cost tool for evaluating 
the performance of built landscape elements. The goal is to gain knowledge on project 
development in order to optimise future performance. 

The causal analysis method developed in this research project is based on similar 
systems for the visual inspection of engineering works and is reliant on the judgement 
of experts (e.g. RI-EBW-PRÜF: 2017, DIN 1076:1999, ISO 15686-8:2008(E), Suda et al: 
2007) (Figure 3). This method can be effectively implemented by one person with 
sufficient knowledge; however a minimum of 3 team members with differing expertise 
provides more reliable and unbiased results. The cause analysis team may include a 
range of researchers and practitioners; each brings individual expertise into the team 
in order to cover the technical spectrum of the works. The monitoring method consists 
of a four-step evaluation process, firstly defining the problem, secondly assessing the 
current condition of each landscape element, thirdly carrying out a root cause analysis 
and finally developing optimisation, prevention and protection strategies. 

1) DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM
The weak points or vulnerabilities initially needs to be identified and precisely defined. 
Data is gathered concerning the sequence of events leading to the weakness, the time 
it has taken to develop and the specific conditions for its occurrence. Supplementary 
data is collected concerning the specific location, usage, exposition, material, 
construction periods etc.

Figure 3: Overview of the monitoring method
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Figure 4a: Condition classification method: functionality, stability and durability (based on RI-EBW-PRÜF: 2017, DIN 1076:1999, ISO 15686-8:2008(E))

Figure 4b: Additional aesthetic category for the condition classification diagram in Figure 4a

CAUSE ANALYSIS METHOD
IN-USE CONDITION CLASSIFICATION  
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2) CONDITION CLASSIFICATION 
The condition assessment grades have been developed to explicitly characterise 
the current condition of the structure. Change is classified into those which are 
purely cosmetic and those that lead to a reduction in functionality, stability, and/or 
durability (Figure 4a). Aesthetic change can also be evaluated in projects where the 
design intent is known over the project duration (Figure 4b). This evaluation is carried 
out through qualitative assessment of the following factors, the descriptions are based 
on standards for the inspection of engineering works  (RI-EBW-PRÜF: 2017: 11,12). For 
each factor different evaluation criteria apply:

Functionality. Does the structure fulfil the requirements for use,  function and 
safety?  
Functionality is a measure of the usability and functionality of the structure together 
with requirements for safety. Functionality and safety is given if the structure shows 
no or only minor defects which do not influence the functionality, usability or safety 
and can be remedied within the framework of scheduled maintenance. Functionality 
and safety is not given if the structure shows defects, which lead to diminished 
functionality, usability or to a danger in the planned use of the structure.

Stability. Is the stability of the structure given? 
Stability characterises the ability of a structure or individual parts, to withstand loading 
(including its own weight), whilst resisting breakage, bending or collapse.
Structural integrity is given when the structural condition, material quality, compo-
nent dimensions and stresses from the planned use of the structure, correspond to the 
assumptions of load-bearing capacity. Stability is not given if the state of the structure, 
material quality, component dimensions or the stresses resulting from the planned use 
do not correspond to the load-bearing capacity of the structure.

Durability. Is the resistance of the structure against damaging influences given? 
Durability characterises the ability of a structure to perform its required function over 
its expected service life under scheduled use and maintenance while maintaining sta-
bility, functionality and safety. Durability needs to be evaluated in relation to the ser-
vice life expectancy of the materials, components and structure. The durability is given 
if it is to be expected that the structure will reach its service life expectancy without any 
restrictions on use. The durability is not given if it is to be expected that the structure 
will only reach its expected service life with limiting use, comprehensive repair meas-
ures or premature renewal.  

Condition classification including aesthetic evaluation
For projects where the design intention over the project lifespan is clear, the aesthetic 
change can be evaluated in addition to the functionality, stability, and durability. 
The acceptable level of aesthetic degradation varies greatly between projects and 
therefore aesthetic change needs to be evaluated in direct relation to the design inten-
tion. In order to ensure objectivity, the evaluation of aesthetic change is only recom-
mended for the assessment of ones own projects, where the aesthetic intention and 
development can be judged over time. 

Aesthetic. Does the structure fulfil the specific requirements for appearance?
The aesthetic condition describes change processes from the initial cosmetic patina-
tion that occurs in the early phase of project development, to the processes of aesthet-
ic degradation later on in the project lifecycle. The aesthetic is given if the surface pati-
nation only affects appearance and has no impact on durability, functionality, safety or 
stability. This process if often known as cosmetic change and includes, for example, the 
accumulation of dirt or soil on surfaces, efflorescence, rust stains, greying of wood, or a 
gradual loss of gloss. Cosmetic change is often an integral part of the design intention, 
from a technical point of view, maintenance or remediation measures are not required. 
The aesthetic is not given when the processes of change affect not only the appearance 
but also potentially have an impact on durability, functionality and/or stability. For ex-
ample, rust on a steel surface is an aesthetic change that also has an impact on durabil-
ity and stability. The evaluation of aesthetic change is based on assessing the impact of 
patination (I-III) and visual degradation (III-V). This impact is classified as either purely 
cosmetic with no long term impairment of structural integrity (I) or as an aesthetic 
impairment that leads to reduced functionality, stability, and/or durability (II-V). 

The case study is valued and interpreted to correspond to the in-use condition grades 
from I (very good) to V (not given, failure) through qualitative assessment of the fac-
tors depicted in Figure 4a. The overall condition classification is equal to the highest 
individual condition grade. This allows for the images to be sorted into sequences 
depicting the development of individual weak points and vulnerabilities from condition 
grades I to V (see Figure 2). Image sequences depicting the some weakness in different 
locations are then grouped to form case studies. The case studies can be used in fore-
casting change in similar situations in future projects or for constructional inspections. 
From the condition classification, direct remediation measures and their urgency can 
be derived as shown in Figure 5. This evaluation also allows conclusions to be drawn 
about the effectiveness of maintenance and repair. 

METHODOLOGYCAUSE ANALYSIS METHOD
IN-USE CONDITION CLASSIFICATION  
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Figure 5: Derivation of remediation measures (based on RI-EBW-PRÜF: 2017, DIN 1076:1999, ISO 15686-8:2008(E))

Figure 8: Example of a completed Criteria Weighting Diagram checklist for a case study evaluation (checked in red). 

CAUSE ANALYSIS METHOD
ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS  
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Figure 7: List of sub-criteria for case study analysis

3) ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS
A root cause analysis was conducted in order to differentiate and specify the causes 
and effects of weak points and vulnerabilities in built landscapes. The developed 
method is based on the European Standard for root cause analysis EN 62740:2015. 
The causes are identified by expert judgement of the monitoring team based on the 
cause-and-effect diagram depicted in Figure 6 (also called the ‘Ishikawa’ or ‘fishbone’ 
diagram). The weak points and vulnerabilities (effect) are depicted at the end of the 
arrow on the right; potential causes can be traced back to the left, branching off for 
each cause criterion, with sub-branches for secondary and root-causes (Fig. 6). The 
main categories are based on standard categories for the manufacturing industry, the 
six M’s; Methods, Machines, Manpower (People), Materials, Measurement and Mother-
nature (environmental factors) (Dale 2003: 327). These categories were modified for 
this specific subject matter through literature research and an initial analysis of 400 
selected case studies. The diagram allows for visual brainstorming and provides an 
overview of all possible causes. The diagram is viewed as work in progress and is 
regularly extended and revised during further analysis processes.

Figure 7 provides a checklist of the individual cause criteria and subcriteria for carrying 
out the cause analysis for each weak point case study. Ageing processes do not act 
independently of one another but are interrelated and complex, therefore some of the 
criteria inevitably overlap with one another. The list of subcriteria is not exhaustive 
and can be added to or adapted as necessary. The interpretation of causes needs to 
be unambiguous. The results of the analysis are entered into the tables by checking 
the appropriate box for each individual subcriteria. If a criteria or subcriteria is not 
applicable, it is not checked. 

The selected cause criteria from Figure 7 are then weighted by the expert judgements 
of the  analysis team according to Figure 8. Weighting of the individual cause criteria 
allows for a quantitative evaluation of the root cause analysis results. The rating ‘High’ 
denotes a factor that has a major and/or critical impact on the weak point, ‘Low’ 
denotes a factor that has a minor impact, ‘Insignificant’ is used to describe factors 
that have little or no impact. The weighting of the individual causes is coded to the 
following ordinal scale; insignificant=0, low=1, medium=2, high=3 points. 
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IN-USE CONDITION ASSESSMENT METHOD 
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Figure 6: Cause-and-eff ect diagram for the root cause analysis
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Figure 9: Key stakeholders for the implementation of optimisation strategies.

CAUSE ANALYSIS METHOD
KEY STAKEHOLDERS FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF OPTIMISATION STRATEGIES
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Weighting of the cause analysis criteria enables a quantitative evaluation of the 
results. The weighting results of the root cause analysis team are added together and 
presented in a cause criteria profile diagram (Fig. 9). This diagram also shows the 
impact of each cause measured in % of the maximal possible evaluation value. Factors 
that have an insignificant impact are depicted without a bar (Fig. 9). This diagram 
provides a simple visualisation of the essential characteristics of each weak point and 
the impact of each cause criteria on the structure. This is especially important when 
presenting the results of the root cause analysis to other stakeholders such as user 
groups or public authorities.
The results of the root cause analysis enable the key stakeholders responsible for the 
implementation of optimisation strategies to be determined, see Figure 10. 

4) OPTIMISATION, PREVENTION AND PROTECTION STRATEGIES
Based on the data available, the cause analysis team develop solutions which can 
be implemented during the design, construction and maintenance phases of future 

projects. Root causes are those that, once resolved, prevent the undesirable effect from 
recurring; by dealing with the symptoms or secondary-causes the problems will merely 
be optimised. The analysis team produce a variety of recommendations including texts 
and detail sketches to present their results. 

5) CATALOGUE OF WEAK POINTS AND VULNERABILITIES
The analysis team then prepare the final case study evaluation documents which are 
then added to the catalogue. An annotated example of a completed case study entry 
in the catalogue of weak points and vulnerabilities is shown on the following page. The 
complete catalogue of weak points and vulnerabilities, currently containing 159 case 
studies, is presented in the following chapter of this thesis.

Figure 9: Annotated example of a cause criteria profile diagram from a root cause analysis team 
consisting of 9 persons from 3 stakeholder groups.

Impact weighting

Figure 9: Key stakeholders for the implementation of optimisation strategies.

CAUSE ANALYSIS METHOD
CAUSE ANALYSIS PROFILE DIAGRAM

Landscape contractors
Landscape architects
Researchers

Legend: Expert evaluators



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

52 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Weak point description
DE01-01 Condition classifi cation II 

Good condition (column 2)
Age 1 (1-2  years since completion)

Condition classifi cation I
Very good condition (column 1)
Age 0 (0-1  years since completion)

10

| I Very good condition | II Good condition

Columns relating to condition classifi cations 
from I (very good) to V (critical condition)

Context icons, 
see Legend below

Legend for context icons 

Individual sequence
identifi cation code

Descriptions of optimisation, prevention and 
protection strategies

• Lifting of screws due to fl exing of the deck, fl uctuating tempera-
tures and moisture (sun, rain, usage) 

• Constructive wood protection
• Ensure regular maintenance and repair - re-tightening or replace-

ment of screws
• Construction detail suggestions: 
 - consider fastening deck from below 
 - pre-drilling of holes
 - suffi cient length of screws 

1. Reduce span between substructure joists to avoid fl exing of deck

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

53Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5 6 7

Condition classifi cation IV
Poor condition (column 4)
Age 6 (6-7  years since completion)

Condition classifi cation III
Satisfactory condition (column 3)
Age 5 (5-6  years since completion)

Condition classifi cation V
Critical condition (column 5)
Age 7 (7-8  years since completion)

| III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

Sketch recommendations

Individual photographic images are ordered as sequences 
in columns relating to condition Classifi cations from I (very 
good) to V (critical condition)

The root cause analysis diagram gives an overview of the essential 
characteristics of the weak point. The subcriteria impact rating (low 
to high) is the cumulative result of expert evaluations by researchers, 
landscape architects and landscape contractors. Landscape contractors

Landscape architects
Researchers

Expert evaluations

METHODOLOGYANNOTATED EXAMPLE OF CASE STUDY EVALUATION 
CATALOGUE OF WEAK POINTS AND VULNERABILITIES  

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

89%

81%

59%

67%

48%

37%

0%

Impact weighting
1.
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CATALOGUE

CATALOGUE OF 
WEAK POINTS AND 
VULNERABILITIES 

Year 09
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Case study 
identifi cation 

code

Good condition (column 2)
Age 1 (1-2  years since completion)

**

*

*
Weak point description

10

I - Very good condition II - Good condition

Column 1 Column 2

| I Very good condition | II Good condition

adjoining 
a building

park

TY
P

E

CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCES

IDENTIFICATION CODE

U
S

A
G

E minimal

intensive

C
O

N
TE

X
T

nearby vegetation

exposure to 
vehicular traffi c

below a tree or 
large shrubs

LE
V

E
L 

O
F 

E
X

P
O

S
U

R
E

 Exposed: Open ground with no 
obstructions nearby. Direct exposure 
to sunshine, wind and rainfall.

Moderate: Semi-open ground with low 
nearby obstructions. Moderate exposure 
to sunshine, wind and rainfall.

Sheltered: Sheltered ground with signifi cant 
surrounding obstructions. Sheltered from 
the direct actions of sun, wind and rainfall.

square

infrastructure

***** ***
Context icons

DE01-01

DE   01  -  01

 - 
Individual 
sequence 

identifi cation

Landscape 
element 

classifi cation

adjacent to or 
adjoining a structure
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***

Critical condition (column 5)
Age 7 (7-8 years since completion)

LEGEND 
CATALOGUE OF WEAK POINTS AND VULNERABILITIES CATALOGUE

AGE IN YEARS (numeral) 

Age 0 (0-1 years since completion)

Age 1 (1-2  years since completion)

Age 2 (2-3  years since completion)

... and so on

SPECIAL CASE (character)

R = Reference image, U = Age unknown

AGE IN YEARS (numeral) 

Age 0 (0-1 years since completion)

Age 1 (1-2  years since completion)

Age 2 (2-3  years since completion)

... and so on

SPECIAL CASE (character)

R = Reference image, U = Age unknown

0 
1 
2

R,U

5 6 7

III - Satisfactory condition IV - Poor, potentially unsafe V - Critical condition, unsafe

Column 3 Column 4 Column 5

| III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

adjoining 
a building

park

S
U

R
FA

C
E

AGE

square

infrastructure

top

bottom

side face

below object

*** *** ***

subsurface

adjoining

surrounding

all surfaces
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Exposed

Open ground with no obstructions nearby.
Direct exposure to sunshine, wind and 
rainfall.

Semi-open ground with low 
nearby obstructions. Moderate 
exposure to sunshine, wind and 
rainfall.

Sheltered ground with signifi cant surrounding 
obstructions. Sheltered from the direct actions of  
sunshine, wind and rainfall.

ShelteredModerate

LEGEND 

The terms "Exposed", "Moderate"(or semi-exposed) and "Sheltered" in the Level of 
Climatic Exposure rating refer to the degree of sheltering of the structure by surrounding 
obstructions. This includes sheltering from trees, nearby buildings, or the surrounding 
terrain. 

LEVEL OF CLIMATIC EXPOSURE
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Year 17

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND 
BOARDWALKS 

DEDE
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Overview of case studies

DE06
DE08
DE11

DE05
DE07
DE09

DE03
DE04

DE02
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DE
Case study list:

DE01 -  Weathering in the deep shade of vegetation
DE02 -  Weathering in the deep shade of a construction
DE03 -  Weathering and rot
DE04 -  Longitudinal warping of planks
DE05 -  Warping at ends of planks
DE06 -  Loosening and lifting of screws
DE07 -  Screws ripping from the ends of planks
DE08 -  Degradation of wood deck around fi xings
DE09 -  Rot at the ends of planks
DE10 -  Contact damage surrounding trees
DE11 -  Rust of fi xings
DE12 -  Spontaneous growth and sedimentation of joints

DE01
DE10

DE06
DE08
DE11

DE03
DE04

DE05
DE07
DE09
DE12

DEDECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

62 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Weathering in the deep shade of vegetationD01

Weathering of wooden deck 
in deep shade beneath a tree

Weathering of wooden deck 
adjacent to a hedge

Rot of wooden deck adjacent 
to vegetation

3

2

1

1

0

1

DT01-01

DT01-02

DT01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

63Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE01

10

6

4

8

8

8

17

10

8

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

64 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Optimise construction for locations in deep shade through:
 - wider joints, 
 - increased ground clearance, 
 - constructive wood protection 
 - apply a surface treatment e.g.  hydrophobic impregnation
• Material quality: use a more durable material e.g. hardwood
• Location: shady moist areas are generally detrimental for wood 

structures
• Use wooden decks preferably in sunny, aerated locations

• Intensify maintenance: regularly clean surfaces and joints, renew 
impregnation, improve constructive protection 

• Specifi cations: defi ne the specifi c material quality for each location 
e.g. degree of dryness, surface treatment, type and quality of 
timber etc.

Weathering in the deep shade of vegetationDE01

Weathering of wooden deck 
below trees

30

DT01-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

65Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE01

2 5 7

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

100%

48%

78%

33%

96%

67%

11%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

66 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Weathering in the deep shade of a constructionDE02

Biodegredation and rot of 
wooden deck in deep shade 

Increased rot and 
spontaneous growth in joints 

of wooden deck in shade

Splitting, cracking and 
rotting of wooden deck at 
the end of planks in shade

7

1

1

1

0

1

DT02-01

DT02-02

DT02-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

67Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE02

11

6

12

8

13

10

8 surface detail 

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

68 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Constructive wood protection: widen joints between slats for wood 
to swell and shrink

• Material selection: use a more durable material e.g. hardwood, 
high-pressure-laminat, bamboo or stone

• Consider surface treatments in vulnerable locations, impregnate 
wood surface

• Avoid locations below drip edges for wooden decks
• Consider using other more durable materials for this location

1. Increase distance between deck and other structures
2. Improve ventilation beneath the structure

Weathering in the deep shade of a constructionDE02

Splitting, cracking of 
wooden deck at ends of 

planks in shade

10

DT02-04

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

69Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE02

2 5 8

1

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

96%

67%

81%

37%

93%

59%

7%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

70 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase maintenance and repair interval, replace damaged boards 
• Optimise distance between deck and ground to ensure effi cient 

ventilation. Ensure that the ventilation space under the deck is not 
inhibited by sediments or vegetation, 

• Material selection: use a more durable wood durable e.g. 
hardwood

• Apply surface treatment e.g. hydrophobic impregnation, reapply 
surface treatment regularly

• Construction: ensure accessibility for maintenance and easy inter-
changeability of slats

• Choice of location: use wooden decks ideally in sunny and aerated 
locations

Weathering and rotD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Splitting, cracking and 
rotting of wooden deck 

Splitting, cracking and rotting 
of wood deck around fi xings

1

1

0

1

DT03-01

DT03-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

71Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE03

3

4

5

8

6

10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

surface detail 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

41%

67%

89%

96%

44%

7%

4%

41%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

72 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Longitudinal warping of 
planks on an exposed 

wooden deck

Longitudinal warping of planksD06-24

Longitudinal warping of 
planks on an exposed 

wooden deck

Longitudinal warping of 
planks on an exposed 

wooden deck

3

7

3

0

1

0

DT04-01

DT04-02

DT04-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

73Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE04

2

8

2

3

13

8

10

10

3

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

74 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Construction: optimise the positioning of screws
• Apply surface treatment e.g. hydrophobic impregnation, reapply 

surface treatment regularly 
• Use suffi ciently dried wood
• Use hardwoods or other durable materials in more demanding 

situations
• Specifi cation: be precise about the quality of wood materials, e.g. 

dryness, even fi nishing, grain orientation, cutting direction

1. Reduce span between substructure joists to reduce warping

Longitudinal warping of planksD06-24

31

DT03-02

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

75Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE04

4 8 10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

44%

56%

93%

59%

81%

30%

15%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

76 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Warping at ends of planksD06-24

Longitudinal warping of 
wood deck at ends of planks

Longitudinal warping of 
wood deck at ends of planks

Longitudinal warping of 
wood deck at ends of planks

3

3

1

1

1

1

DT05-01

DT05-02

DT05-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

77Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE05

7

4

4

8

3

8

13

10

10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

78 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Warping at ends of planksD06-24

Longitudinal warping of 
wood deck at ends of planks

11

• Construction suggestions: 
 - optimise the positioning of screws
 - use stronger screws
 - fi x a steel strip to the underside of deck to reinforce the ends  
   of the planks
• Apply surface treatment e.g. hydrophobic impregnation, reapply 

surface treatment regularly 
• Use hardwoods or other durable materials in more demanding 

situations

1. Reduce span between substructure joists to avoid fl exing of the 
deck

DT05-04

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

79Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE05

4 8 10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

63%

85%

89%

56%

81%

30%

7%

0%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

80 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Loosening and lifting of screwsD06-24

Lifting of screws on a 
wooden deck due to 

weathering and fl exing of 
the deck through use

Lifting of screws on a 
wooden deck due to 

weathering and fl exing of 
the deck through use

Lifting of screws on a 
wooden deck due to 

weathering and fl exing of 
the deck through use

4

1

0

0

0

1

DT06-01

DT06-02

DT06-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

81Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE06

4

5

1

8

6

2

8

7

3

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

82 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Lifting of screws due to fl exing of the deck, fl uctuating 
temperatures and moisture (sun, rain, usage) 

• Apply surface treatment e.g. hydrophobic impregnation, reapply 
surface treatment regularly 

• Ensure regular maintenance and repair, re-tighten or replace 
defect screws

• Construction detail suggestions: 
 - consider fastening the deck from below 
 - pre-drill holes before fi xing the decking planks
 - implement a suffi cient length of screws 

1. Reduce span between substructure joists to avoid fl exing of deck

Loosening and lifting of screwsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Lifting of screws on a 
wooden deck due to 

weathering and fl exing of 
the deck through use

Lifting of screws on a 
wooden deck due to 

weathering and fl exing of 
the deck through use

3

3

1

1

DT06-04

DT06-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

83Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE06

4

2

8

8

13

3

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

89%

81%

59%

67%

48%

37%

0%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

84 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

1. Optimise location of screws: ensure suffi cient distance to end of 
planks

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, replace 
damaged planks regularly

• Construction: Reduce distance between substructural supports to 
prevent fl exing of the deck

Screws ripping from the ends of planksD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Screws at close proximity to 
the ends of wooden planks 

causing splitting and ripping 
of wood

Screws at close proximity to 
the ends of wooden planks 

causing splitting and ripping 
of wood

4

1

1

0

DT07-01

DT07-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

85Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE07

4

2

8

3

10

10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

19%

93%

56%

89%

44%

19%

15%

4%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

86 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Degradation of wood deck around fi xingsD06-24

Weathering and rot of areas 
around fi xings on wooden 

deck

Weathering and splitting 
of areas around fi xings on 

wooden deck

Splitting, cracking of 
wooden deck around fi xings 

at ends of planks

3

2

3

1

1

0

DT08-01

DT08-02

DT08-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

87Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE08

7

4

1

10

8

3

13

10

10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

88 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Optimise location of screws: ensure suffi cient distance to end of 
planks

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, replace 
damaged planks regularly

• Allow for the swelling and shrinking of wood in the construction
• Consider fastening deck from below

Degradation of wood deck around fi xingsD06-24

Splitting and rot of wooden 
deck around fi xings at ends 

of planks

30

DT08-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

89Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE08

4 5 5

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

22%

93%

70%

59%

26%

7%

4%

93%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

90 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Optimise location of screws: ensure suffi cient distance to end of 
planks

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, replace 
damaged planks regularly

• Cut back overhanging vegetation regularly

1

Rot and biodegredation of 
wooden deck around fi xings 

at ends of planks

0

Rot at the ends of planks

DT09-01

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

91Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8

DE09DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

89%

67%

81%

59%

33%

4%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

92 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Contact damage surrounding treesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Contact damage to wooden 
deck due to tree fl are at base 

of trunk 

Contact damage to wooden 
deck due to tree fl are at base 

of trunk 

3

3

1

1

• Tree pits should be dimensioned generously
• Increase the distance between the construction and the tree
1. Consider the mature growth of tree and the dimensions of the 

tree fl are in the planning phase 
2. Optimise distance between deck and ground to ensure effi cient 

ventilation. Ensure that the ventilation space under the deck is not 
inhibited by sediments or vegetation, 

• Alternatively, enlarge the opening in the wooden deck over time 

DT10-01

DT10-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

93Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

DE10

4

4

10

10

17

10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

1
2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

74%

48%

59%

33%

63%

4%

0%

100%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

94 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Material quality: use only stainless steel screws on wooden decks
• Maintenance: replace defective screws

Rust of fi xingsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Rusting of fi xings on 
wooden deck

Rusting of fi xings on 
wooden deck

3

3

1

1

DT11-01

DT11-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

95Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE11

4

3

5

8

10

10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

15%

52%

26%

4%

0%

100%

52%

52%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

96 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Construction detail suggestions: 
 1. increase distance between deck and ground to increase   
   ventilation
 2. optimise joint width for maintenance
 - consider the impact of debris from nearby vegetation during  
   planning
• Increase maintenance: Regular cleaning of organic debris from 

wooden deck (including joints) and surrounding surfaces in order to 
avoid soil formation and spontaneous growth

Spontaneous growth and sedimentation of joints

Spontaneous growth in the 
joints at the ends of planks 

on a wooden deck

11

DT12-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

97Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DE12

4 8 10

DECKS, PLATFORMS AND BOARDWALKS 

1

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

89%

78%

41%

44%

74%

59%

4%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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DRAINAGE ELEMENTS 

DR
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DR09

DR02

DR06

DR07
DR08

Overview of case studies

DR01

DR03
DR06

DR04
DR05



101

DR10

Case study list:

DR01 -  Settlement of paving surrounding gully in a paved  
 surface
DR02 - Damage to slit drain cover through use
DR03 - Sedimentation and spontaneous growth causing  
 blockages on bound surfaces
DR04 - Spontaneous surface growth surrounding a gully
DR05 - Drainage of gravel coated asphalt surfaces leading to  
 sedimentation and blockages
DR06 - Drainage of unbound surfaces leading to 
 sedimentation and blockages
DR07 - Blockage of slit drain between unbound surface and  
 vegetation
DR08 - Blockage of slit drain between unbound surface and  
 embankment
DR09 - Blockage of drain at the base of a wall
DR10 - Damage to drainage cover

DR03

DR04
DR05

DRDRAINAGE ELEMENTS



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

102 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Optimise the substructure (foundation, compaction etc.) to avoid 
settlements

• Locate drain where traffi c is less intense 
• Take later settlements into account, install pavement slightly higher 

than the gully

1. Relay the service cover to fi t the lower paving level
2. Implement substructure reinforcement surrounding the gully in 

order to avoid settlement

Settlement of paving surrounding gully in a paved surfaceDR01

Subsidence around drainage 
gully in paved surface

101

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

DR01-01

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

103Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR01

11 14 10

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

63%

33%

93%

19%

15%

30%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

104 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Install linear line/double line of paving along both sides of the 
channel to increase stability

• Implement a different type of drainage channel for higher loading 
capacity

• The application of a slit drainage channel should be considered 
carefully:

 - solid construction necessary, 
 - narrow inlets lead to regular blockages therefore high   
   maintenance required

Damage to slit drainage channel cover through useDR02

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Damage to slit drainage 
channel in paved granite 

surface

Damage to slit drainage 
channel between steel 

surface and granite sett 
paving

3

2

0

1

DR02-01

DR02-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

105Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR02

1

5

2

6

10

10

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

52%

15%

26%

59%

0%

93%

93%

74%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

106 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Sedimentation and spontaneous growth causing 
blockages on bound surfacesD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in granite sett 

drainage channel

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in drainage channel 

causing blockage

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in drainage channel 

causing blockage

2

4

3

0

3

0

DR03-01

DR03-02

DR03-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

107Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2

6

1

6

8

2

10

10

5

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS DR03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

108 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Avoid using narrow drainage channels next to vegetation areas or 
unbound surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
• Implement a different type of drainage, e.g. open channel for 

easier maintenance
• Ensure a suffi cient gradient within the drainage channel

Sedimentation and spontaneous growth causing 
blockages on bound surfacesD06-24

Blocking of drain on asphalt 
ramp due to sedimentation 

from adjoining embankment

30

DR03-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

109Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR03

2 6 7

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

41%

48%

96%

19%

0%

44%

44%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

110 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

1. Increase surface water runoff to drain:
 - increase surface drainage gradient
 - select materials and surface properties to enhance runoff
• Locate drainage channels and gullies away from niches and 

corners where increased sedimentation is expected
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, also remove 

sediments from surrounding surfaces

Spontaneous surface growth surrounding a gullyD06-24

Minimal gradient of 
paved surface leading to 
spontaneous vegetation 

growth surrounding gully 

31

DR04-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

111Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR04

4 8 10

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

63%

33%

81%

15%

0%

33%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

112 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Drainage of gravel coated asphalt surfaces leading to 
sedimentation and blockages  D06-24

Reduced capacity of gully in 
open drainage channel due 
to surface chippings and 
spontaneous vegetation

Unbound grit chippings from 
asphalt coating leading to 

blocking of gully

Unbound grit chippings from 
asphalt coating blocking 

channel drain

5

4

2

0

0

0

DR05-01

DR05-02

DR05-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

113Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR05

7

5

3

9

6

5

10

10

6

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

114 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance to remove 
sediments from drainage channel and surrounding surfaces

• Increase gradient of slope towards drainage inlet
• Planning: Ensure an adequate maintenance budget for the 

increased maintenance of this surface treatment over the initial few 
years

Drainage of gravel coated asphalt surfaces leading to 
sedimentation and blockages D06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

115Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS DR05

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

81%

56%

37%

11%

0%

89%

74%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

116 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

D06-24

Blockage of drainage inlet  
in a self-binding aggregate 

surface

Weathering of self-binding 
aggregate surface causing 
blocking of paved channel 

drain

Blocking of drainage inlet 
in a self-binding aggregate 

surface

2

3

1

0

1

0

Drainage of unbound surfaces leading to sedimentation 
and blockages 

DR06-01

DR06-02

DR06-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

117Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR06

3

7

4

5

12

7

10

10

10

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

118 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

D06-24

Erosion of self-binding 
aggregate surface at 

junction to concrete paving 
causing blockage of drain

Erosion of self-binding 
aggregate surface and 

spontaneous growth leading 
to blockage of drain

Weathering of self-binding 
aggregate surface and 

spontaneous growth leading 
to blockage of drain

1

2

3

0

0

1

Drainage of unbound surfaces leading to sedimentation 
and blockages 

DR06-04

DR06-05

DR06-06

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

119Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR06

6

5

4

7

7

5

8

10

10

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

120 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Locate drainage channels and gullies away from niches and 
corners where increased sedimentation is to be expected

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 

1. Implement a maintenance strip next to channel drains e.g. lines of 
pavers on each side of channel

2. Implement a maintenance strip surrounding gullies, e.g. sealed 
surface surrounding the inlet

Drainage of unbound surfaces leading to sedimentation 
and blockagesD06-24

Blocking of gully at junction 
between granite wall and 
self-binding aggregate 

surface

32

DR06-07

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

121Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR06

7 11 13

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

93%

48%

96%

15%

0%

44%

48%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

122 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Avoid using narrow drainage channels next to vegetation areas or 
unbound surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
• Implement a different type of drainage, e.g. open channel for 

easier maintenance
1. Implement raised edging next to the lawn, the unbound surface 

can now drain over the edging kerb onto the vegetation area to 
allow for the infi ltration of rainwater

2. Implement maintenance strip next to channel drains, e.g. lines of 
pavers on each side of channel

Blockage of slit drainage channel between unbound 
surface and vegetationD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Blocking of slit drainage 
channel between lawn and 

self-binding aggregate 
surface

Blocking of slit drainage 
channel between lawn and 

self-binding aggregate 
surface

5

3

1

1

DR07-01

DR07-02

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

123Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR07

6

7

8

11

11

14

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

52%

96%

70%

33%

52%

78%

7%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

124 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Avoid using narrow drainage channels next to vegetation areas 
or unbound surfaces. Implement a different type of drainage, e.g. 
open channel for easier maintenance

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
1. Implement a lowered horizontal surface at the base of 

embankments in order to collect sediments from embankment 
erosion. This can also be used as a swale-trench system to allow 
for the infi ltration of rainwater

2. Implement maintenance strip next to channel drains, e.g. lines of 
pavers on each side of channel

Blockage of slit drainage channel between unbound 
surface and embankmentD06-24

Blocking of slit drainage 
channel at foot of  grass 

embankment adjacent to self-
binding aggregate surface 

31

DR08-01

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

125Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR08

5 8 10

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

100%

67%

41%

52%

70%

4%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

126 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Narrow inlets lead to regular blockages therefore high maintenance 
required 

• Ensure a suffi cient gradient within the drainage channel to reduce 
sedimentation

• Avoid using narrow drainage channels next to vertical surfaces 
where accumulations of sediments are to be expected

1. Implement a channel drain with a wider inlet, or a different type of 
drainage, e.g. open channel for easier maintenance 

2. Increase distance between drainage channel and the wall

Blockage of slit drainage channel at the base of a wallD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Blocking of a slit drainage 
channel at the base of a 

natural stone wall adjacent 
to a sealed surface

Blocking of a slit drainage 
channel at the foot of a 

steel wall adjacent to paved 
surface

1

5

0

1

DR09-01

DR09-02

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

127Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR09
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DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

26%

74%

22%

26%

30%

78%

4%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

128 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Consider the increased loading of surfaces at door openings e.g.  
main entrances, loading bays, service entrances

• Implement a more stable drainage channel for higher loading 
capacities

 - higher material quality and loading capacity
 - improved substructure and compaction

Damage to drainage coverD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Breakage and discolouration 
of sandstone drainage cover 

Damage to facade channel 
drain at the door opening

3

3

R

R

DR10-01

DR10-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

129Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

DR10

4

0

12

1

15

2

DRAINAGE ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

85%

67%

52%

15%

19%

63%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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Year 4

SERVICES AND MANHOLE 
COVERS 

SE
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SE02
SE03

SE01

Overview of case studies



133

Case study list:

SE01 -  Location of service cover
SE02 -  Settlement of materials surrounding service cover on  
 bound surfaces
SE03 -  Settlement of materials surrounding service cover on  
 unbound surfaces

SERVICES AND MANHOLE COVERS SE



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

134 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

This case study highlights a general lack of integral planning 
• Relocate the manhole either in the paved surface or the vegetation 

area
• Continue the hedge planting behind the manhole to avoid gaps in 

the hedge
• Accept the desire line and create a path

Location of service coverD06-24

Desire line results from the 
location of a service cover 
resulting in damage to a 

hedge

31

SE01-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

135Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

SE01

4 8 7Detail

SERVICES AND MANHOLE COVERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

96%

4%

41%

22%

63%

0%

0%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

136 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Description: settlement of materials due to failing substructure and/or 
compaction levels
• Maintenance measure: Inspect the surface at regular intervals, lift 

and relay the paving when necessary 
• Construction: Anticipate settlement in the planning phase and con-

struct the manhole cover lower than the adjoining surfaces 

1. Relay the service cover to fi t the new paving level
2. Implement substructure reinforcement surrounding the gully in 

order to avoid settlement

Settlement of materials surrounding service cover on 
bound surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Subsidence or settlement 
of granite pavers next to a 

service cover

Subsidence or settlement 
of granite slabs next to a 

service cover

3

2

3

1

SE02-01

SE02-02

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

137Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

SE02

5

4

6

5

10

10

SERVICES AND MANHOLE COVERS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

37%

93%

15%

19%

22%

0%

63%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

138 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Use bound paving in front of bench in order to avoid physical 
erosion by feet

• Construct the manhole cover lower than the adjoining surfaces to 
allow for settlement

• Maintenance: Refi ll and redistribute gravel at regular intervals

1. Implement paved manhole surround with sealed joints

Settlement of materials surrounding service cover on un-
bound surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Erosion/wear of gravel 
surface in front of bench 

through abrasion causing a 
trip hazard

Erosion of self-binding 
aggregate around service 

cover causing a trip hazard

4

3

1

1

SE03-01

SE03-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

139Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

SE03

6

4

7

8

8

12

SERVICES AND MANHOLE COVERS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

85%

48%

52%

22%

0%

19%

52%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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Year 8

FE

FENCES, RAILINGS, HAND-
RAILS AND 
BARRIERS  



142

FE01

FE05

FE03
FE05
FE07

FE01

Overview of case studies



143

FE04

FE07

FE02
FE06

FEFENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Case study list:

FE01 -  Failing of handrail joints
FE02 -  Bending of railings
FE03 -  Twisting, warping and loosening of wooden handrail
FE04 -  Spontaneous growth on surfaces behind fences
FE05 - Surface damage to handrail
FE06 -  Storm damage to railings
FE07 -  Discolouration and biodegredation of wooden handrail  
 under dense tree cover



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

144 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Failing of handrail jointsD06-24

Defective interlocking 
handrail connections

Dysfunction of steel railings 
due to missing screw 

connections

Damage to handrail leading 
to displacement at butt 

joints

2

2

2

0

R

0

FE01-01

FE01-02

FE01-03

FE01-01

FE01-02

FE01-01

FE01-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

145Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE01

4

3

5

6

4

6

10

10

7

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

146 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Strengthen and optimise the connection detail:
 - FE01-04, FE01-05: railing connections require the same   
   strength as the rest of the handrail
 - Increase material thickness to increase strength 
 - move the connections closer to the posts to reduce leverage
 - FE01-01: allow for adequate overlap of interlocking connector  
   system   

Failing of handrail jointsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Damage to steel handrail on 
concrete ramp leading to 

bending of joint

Severe damage and bending 
of low fence 

3

3

R

2

FE01-04

FE01-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

147Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE01

4

5

3

6

10

7

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

26%

96%

70%

37%

59%

11%

30%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

148 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Bending of railingsD06-24

Bending of steel handrail 
between supports

Bending of steel handrail 
between supports

Bending of steel handrail 
between supports

2

1

3

0

R

1

FE02-03

FE02-01

FE02-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

149Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE02
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4
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4

6

5
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10
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FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

150 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase material stability to avoid bending:
 - Increase material thickness 
 - Implement a structural steel profi le instead of fl at steel e.g.   
  angled round or square profi les
• Reduce the spacing between support posts 

Bending of railingsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Damage to low steel railing 
at corners and near entrance 

areas

Bending of low steel railing 
between supports

3

3

1

2

FE02-04

FE02-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

151Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE02

4

5

7

7

7

9

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

93%

70%

96%

7%

22%

37%

7%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

152 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Description: The defective handrail boards may to injuries e.g. 
splinters
• Type of wood: use a high quality durable wood in intensively used 

or particularly vulnerable areas e.g. hardwood
• Reduce the spacing between fi xings 
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, inspect 

regularly and replace defective boards to avoid injury (e.g. 
splinters)

Twisting, warping and loosening of wooden handrailD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Twisting, warping and 
loosening of wooden 

handrail

Twisting, warping and 
loosening of wooden 

handrail

3

3

R

R

FE03-01

FE03-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

153Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE03

2

4

4

5

6

10

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

81%

93%

44%

0%

26%

93%

7%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

154 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
• Increase maintainability: 
 - Optimise accessibility for maintenance work
 - Implement sealed joints for paving materials in particularly   
   vulnerable situations

1. Ideally, mount the railing on the top, or on the face of the seawall in 
order to reduce the need for maintenance on the waterside

Spontaneous growth on surfaces behind railingD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous growth on 
asphalt paving behind a 

fence on the waterside of a 
seawall

Spontaneous growth on 
surfaces behind a low railing

3

1

2

0

FE04-01

FE04-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

155Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE04

6

4

7

5

10

10

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

70%

0%

44%

89%

93%

19%

22%

7%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

156 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface damage to handrailD06-24

Skate damage to steel 
handrail beside steps

Skate damage to steel 
handrail on a ramp

Skate damage to steel 
handrail beside a ramp

3

2

3

0

1

1

FE05-01

FE05-02

FE05-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

157Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE05
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4
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FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

158 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Install skate protection measures on the handrail or to the ground 
in front of the handrail

• Optimise the profi le and form of the handrail to prevent skating

Surface damage to handrailD06-24

30

FE05-04

Skate damage to steel 
handrail beside granite steps

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

159Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE05

4 7 10

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

78%

63%

30%

96%

0%

11%

48%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

160 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Regularly inspect condition of trees for traffi c safety
• Repair fence as soon as possible for public safety reasons

Storm damage to railingsD06-24

Mechanical storm damage 
to steel railing adjacent to a 

poplar tree

31

FE06-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

161Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE06

4 5 6

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

4%

100%

19%

44%

19%

7%

7%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

162 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Consider wood surface treatments under dense tree cover e.g. 
hydrophobic surface treatments

• Maintenance: keep the surface free of dirt, leaves, mildew, algae, 
moss and other debris:

 - clean wooden elements once/twice a year
 - reapply surface treatment regularly (sanding maybe    
  necessary to prepare surface for treatment)
• Consider using another material for sites with a minimal mainte-

nance budget

Discolouration and biodegredation of wooden handrail 
under dense tree coverD06-24

Discolouration and 
biodegredation of wooden 
handrail below lime trees

21

FE07-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

163Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

FE07

4 5 10

FENCES, RAILINGS, HANDRAILS AND BARRIERS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

78%

70%

22%

0%

70%

22%

78%

78%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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BE

BENCHES / 
SEATING ELEMENTS  
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BE01
BE10

BE02
BE06

BE06

BE07

Overview of case studies
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BE04

BE09

BE02
BE03

BEBENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Case study list:

BE01 -  Spontaneous growth on surfaces below benches
BE02 -  Accumulation of litter between and under surface  
 elements, poor maintainability
BE03 -  Accumulation of sedimentation between and under  
 wooden slats
BE04 - Erosion of unbound surface in front of bench
BE05 - Spontaneous growth at the base of bench
BE06 - Increased gum and cigarette littering adjacent to  
 bench
BE07 - Increased biological weathering of bench under trees
BE08 - Visible maintenance of wooden bench
BE09 - Mechanical damage and structural movement
BE10 - Animal impacts on unbound surfaces
BE11 - Surface damage due to skater

BE11

BE05



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

168 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth on surfaces below benches, poor 
maintainabilityD06-24

Spontaneous growth below 
bench in self-binding 

aggregate surface. Limited 
accessibility leads to 

reduced maintainability

Spontaneous growth below 
bench in self-binding 

aggregate surface. Limited 
accessibility leads to 

reduced maintainability

Spontaneous growth below 
and behind seating on 
granite paving. Limited 
accessibility leads to 

reduced maintainability
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1

0

BE01-01

BE01-02

BE01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

169Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

BE01
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BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

170 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Maintainability: optimise accessibility for maintenance work 
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, by hand 

where necessary
1. Implement paved maintenance surfaces with sealed joints below 

seating to reduce vegetation growth
2. Implement paved maintenance strips with sealed joints adjoining 

block seating elements
• Alternatively, allow spontaneous vegetation to develop, remove 

vegetation with damaging root systems, maintenance by mowing 
(where possible)

Spontaneous growth on surfaces below benches,  poor 
maintainabilityD06-24

Spontaneous growth at base 
of gabion seating element 
in self-binding aggregate 
surface. Maintainability 
impeded by wire cage

31

BE01-04

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

171Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2 8 9

BE01BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

70%

19%

0%

44%

11%

48%

96%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

172 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Accumulation of litter between and under surface 
elements, poor maintainabilityD06-24

Accumulation of litter 
between slats of a wooden 

bench. Limited accessibility 
leads to reduced 
maintainability

Accumulation of litter 
between and under slats of 
a wooden bench. Limited 

accessibility leads to 
reduced maintainability

Accumulation of litter 
and debris under steel 

seating element. Limited 
accessibility leads to 

reduced maintainability
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1

BE02-01

BE02-02

BE02-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe
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BE02BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

174 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
• Plan suffi cient number of waste containers nearby
• Optimise distance between slats

• Design: Improve accessibility for maintenance:
1. Hinge seating element to allow for easy cleaning  
2. Increase ventilation space below seating surface to improve 

maintenance access

Accumulation of litter between and under surface 
elements, poor maintainabilityD06-24

31

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

175Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

BE02BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

41%

89%

96%

0%

33%

22%

19%

93%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

176 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Avoid using wood adjoining to vegetation areas
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance including the 

removal of sediments from between slats
• Increase the distance between vegetation area and bench, e.g. by 

terrain modelling
1. Implement a maintenance strip between seating element and 

vegetation
2. Increase ventilation space below seating surface to improve 

maintenance access

Accumulation of sedimentation between and under 
wooden slatsD06-24

Sediments between slats of 
wooden bench leading to 

spontaneous growth

11

BE03-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

177Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
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adjoining 
a structure        
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BE03BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

2
1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

93%

33%

0%

41%

30%

44%

96%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

178 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of unbound surface in front of bench D06-24

Wear and erosion of gravel 
in front of bench revealing 

subsurface geotextile fabric

Risk of tripping due to wear 
of gravel surface in front of 

bench

Wear and erosion of wood 
chip surface (mulch) in front 

of wooden bench due to 
usage

3

1

3

0

0

1

BE04-01

BE04-02

BE04-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

179Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

1

3

2

6

6

7

10

10

10

BE04BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

180 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Foot zones of seating areas are especially vulnerable to erosion 
and need to be stabilised in areas of intensive use

• For grass surfaces: Increase the frequency and intensity of 
maintenance, refi ll eroded areas

1. Implement paved surfaces in front of seating with intensive use to 
reduce foot zone erosion

Erosion of unbound surface in front of bench D06-24

Wear and erosion of grass 
surface in front of  wooden 

bench

01

BE04-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

181Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 2 6

BE04BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

48%

85%

0%

44%

26%

19%

70%

93%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

182 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

D06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in self-binding 

aggregate surface beside a 
granite seating element

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in joint between 

concrete seating element 
and concrete surface

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in granite paving 

next to a concrete seating 
element

1

3

1

0

0

0

BE05-01

BE05-02

BE05-03

Spontaneous growth at the base of bench (between 
horizontal and vertical elements) 

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

183Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

5

4

6

8

6

10

10

10

BE05BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

184 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Implement jointless or joint-reduced paving construction next to 
structures in order to reduce spontaneous growth

• Provide optimal accessibility for maintenance work
• Ensure a surface drainage gradient away from bench
• Alternatively, allow processual character to develop, remove spon-

taneous vegetation with damaging root systems

1. Optimise the construction of the bench, e.g. implement a 
maintenance friendly base element at the base of the seating 
element 

Spontaneous growth at the base of bench (between 
horizontal and vertical elements) D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in joint between 

granite seating element and 
concrete paving

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in granite paving 
beside granite seating

3

3

1

1

BE05-04

BE05-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

185Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

4

8

8

10

10

BE05BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

67%

11%

0%

37%

48%

100%

37%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

186 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Increased gum and cigarette littering adjacent to benchesD06-24

Chewing gum concentration 
in front of a bench on a 
white asphalt surface

Chewing gum concentration 
in front of a bench on 

concrete paving

Cigarette littering in front of 
bench on unbound surface

3

0

3

0

1

0

BE06-01

BE06-02

BE06-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

187Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

3

7

8

8

8

10

10

10

BE06BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

188 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase maintainability: Implement materials, surface structures 
and surface treatments that reduce the adhesion of chewing gum

• Use paving materials that conceal gum residues e.g. structured 
surfaces or camoufl age patterns

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
• Provide an adequate number of waste containers near seating 

areas

Increased gum and cigarette littering adjacent to benchesD06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

189Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

BE06BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

41%

52%

89%

0%

15%

4%

74%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

190 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Increased biological weathering of bench under treesD06-24

Biological weathering of 
surface of wooden bench 
under dense tree cover

Biological degradation on 
vertical surface of granite 

block seating

Biological weathering of 
surface of painted wooden 

bench

1

2

3

0

0

0

BE07-01

BE07-02

BE07-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

191Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

5

4

8

8

6

10

10

10

BE07BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

192 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase maintainability: Implement materials, surface structures 
and treatments that provide optimal protection and enhance the 
rapid drying of surfaces 

• Ensure optimal surface drainage of built elements
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
• Maintenance: keep the surface free of dirt, leaves, algae, moss 

and other debris:
 - clean elements once/twice a year
 - reapply surface treatment of materials regularly e.g.    
     hydrophobing, sealing of surfaces

 - regularly cut back encroaching vegetation

• Alternatively, allow patina to develop:
 - Use appropriate materials and surface structures to enhance  
   patina development
 - Implement maintenance measures to preserve or enhance   
   patina and avoid deterioration

Increased biological weathering of bench under treesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Biological weathering of 
surface of block bench 
under dense tree cover

Biological degradation 
mainly on vertical surfaces 

of granite block bench

1

4

0

2

BE07-04

BE07-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

193Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6

6

8

8

10

10

BE07BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

70%

7%

0%

63%

15%

78%

96%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

194 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Ensure regular maintenance intervals, renew surface treatments 
regularly 

• Construction: 
 - ensure accessibility for maintenance and the easy    
   interchangeability of slats
 - increase material thickness to allow for graffi ti removal 
   by sanding
 - consider the implement of a durable anti-graffi ti coating

Visible maintenance of wooden bench D06-24

Visible graffi ti removal 
maintenance on surface of 

wooden bench

10

BE08-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

195Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3 8 10

BE08BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

48%

44%

59%

0%

56%

26%

93%

48%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

196 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Provide allowance in the design for the specifi ed maximal vehicle 
overhang and turning circles of vehicles 

• Construction:
 - Link elements with each other to reduce structural movement  
   or tilting 
 - Implement strip foundation to avoid individual structural   
   movement of elements
 - Install root protection measures around trees to reduce root  
   pressure e.g. root bridges, barriers

1. Implement collision protection measures in parking lots e.g. kerbs, 
barriers

Mechanical damage and structural movementD06-24

Structural movement of 
bench-wall

Mechanical damage to 
granite bench-wall

3

3

4

1

3

1

BE09-01

BE09-02

BE09-03Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

197Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

8

3

8

8

5

10

10

10

BE09BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

1010

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

74%

81%

70%

0%

33%

37%

11%

37%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

198 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, refi ll holes 
with a gravel-soil mix

1. Implement paved surfaces around seating where increased 
numbers of dogs are to be expected

Animal impacts on unbound surfacesD06-24

Animal damage to grass 
surface beside bench

30

BE10-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

199Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2 4 10

BE10BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

44%

41%

93%

0%

26%

11%

7%

74%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

200 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

There are three main design strategies:
1. Skate-friendly design: implement robust skate friendly features e.g.  

paving, edgings and walls with steel edges
2. Skate-deterrent design: install skate protectors e.g. stoppers, pins 

or other obstructions in order to protect edges and surfaces
3. No action: The surface damage is not structural and may be 

acceptable in certain-situations

Surface damage due to skaterD06-24

Surface damage to concrete 
seating beside red asphalt 

surface due to skater

30

BE11-01

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

201Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 5 10

BE11BENCHES / SEATING ELEMENTS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

74%

96%

0%

48%

19%

11%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



202



203
Year 1

SI

SIGNAGE  



204

SI01
SI02

SI03

SI01
SI02

Overview of case studies



205

SISIGNAGE

Case study list:

SI01 -  Structural damage
SI02 -  Reduction of readability
SI03 -  Wear and fading of painted signage



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

206 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural damage D06-24

Structural damage to sign

Structural damage to sign

Structural damage to sign

3

2

3

1

1

R

SI01-01

SI01-02

SI01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

207Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

1

4

3

2

4

4

7

10

6

SI01SIGNAGE

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

208 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Maintenance: repair or replace damaged signs
• Increase stability of the construction
• Integrate signs into exiting structures to reduce vulnerability e.g. 

walls 
• Prove necessity of signage, implement as few signs as possible
• Locate signs in areas with increased social control

D06-24

31

Structural damage

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

209Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

SI01SIGNAGE

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

56%

30%

100%

0%

19%

4%

78%

19%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

210 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Reduction of readabilityD06-24

Graffi ti and sticker damage 
to sign leading to reduced 

readability

Graffi ti and sticker damage 
to sign leading to reduced 

readability

Graffi ti and sticker damage 
to sign leading to reduced 

readability

3

3

3

R

1

R

SI02-01

SI02-02

SI02-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

211Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

1

4

4

2

1

1

6

4

3

SIGNAGE SI02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

212 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Reduction of readabilityD06-24

Graffi ti and sticker damage 
to information sign leading 

to reduced readability

31

SI02-04

• Maintenance: regularly clean or replace signs
• Apply a graffi ti protection coating to signs in order to improve maintainability
• Integrate signs into exiting structures to reduce vulnerability e.g. walls
• Prove necessity of signage, implement as few signs as possible
• Locate signs in areas of increased social control

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

213Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

1 3 6

SIGNAGE SI02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

56%

30%

100%

19%

4%

78%

19%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

214 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Maintenance: regularly repaint signs with durable paint
• Apply a protective coating to the surface
• Locate painted signage in areas where low traffi c levels are to be 

expected in order to reduce surface erosion

1. Apply lettering paint to a recessed surface in order to reduce 
surface erosion

2. Implement lettering in a more durable material e.g. weathering 
steel

Wear and fading of painted signageD06-24

Wear and fading of painted 
signage on asphalt path

30

SI03-01

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

215Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3 5 10

SIGNAGE SI03

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

59%

52%

0%

33%

48%

67%

78%

Impact weighting



216



217
Year 5

WC

WASTE CONTAINERS  



218

WC01

Overview of case studies



219

WCWASTE CONTAINERS

Case study list:

WC01 - Structural damage 



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

220 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Implement a more stable substructure with improved foundations
• Location of waste containers: 
 - provide allowance in the design for the specifi ed maximal   
   vehicle overhang and turning circles of vehicles
 - consider access routes for maintenance vehicles 

Structural damageD06-24

Structural damage to waste 
container

10

WC01-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

221Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

WASTE CONTAINERS

4 4 10

WC

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low Impact weighting High       

Cause analysis

19%

15%

15%

4%

0%

37%

0%

37%

Impact weighting
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223
Year 12

BIKE STANDS  

BS



224

BS02

BS01
BS04

Overview of case studies



225

BS03

BS01
BS04

BSBIKE STANDS

Case study list:

BS01 -  Surface damage to steel bike stands
BS02 -  Spontaneous growth between bicycle stands on   
 bound surfaces
BS03 -  Spontaneous growth between bicycle stands on 
 unbound surfaces
BS04 -  Structural damage



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

226 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface damage to steel bike standsD06-24

Surface damage to bicycle 
stand through use

Surface damage to bicycle 
stand through use

Surface damage to stainless 
steel bicycle stand through 

use

3

2

4

1

1

2

BS01-01

BS01-02

BS01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

227Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

BIKE STANDS

5

4

7

8

8

8

10

10

10

BS01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

228 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface damage was identifi ed on all galvanized steel, powder coated 
and painted bike stand surfaces 
• Maintenance measures: 
 - Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
 - Renew the surface coating: many surface treatments require  
   intensive removal, sandblasting and recoating measures
• Design: use impact, abrasion and scratch resistant surfaces and 

coatings for bike stands, e.g. stainless steel is highly resistant to 
corrosion (rust rarely goes deep into the metal) and requires no 
surface coating (BS01-03)

• Optimise the form of bike stand to allow for the optimal application 
of the surface coating

D06-24

31

Surface damage to steel bike stands

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

229Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

BS01BIKE STANDS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

26%

59%

4%

11%

37%

78%

26%

59%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

230 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Prevent spontaneous growth through Increase the frequency and 
intensity of maintenance

• Implement paving with sealed joints or reduced joint widths to 
reduce spontaneous growth

1. Increase maintainability by manufacturing bike stands with 
integrated base plate elements

Spontaneous growth between bicycle stands on bound 
surfacesD06-24

Spontaneous between bike 
stand

Spontaneous Vegetation be-
tween bike stands

40

BS02-01

BS02-02

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

231Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

BIKE STANDS

6 8 10

BS02

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

70%

41%

0%

22%

48%

96%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

232 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Prevent spontaneous growth by increasing the frequency and 
intensity of maintenance

• Avoid using unbound paving materials between bike stands

1. Manufacture bike stands with integrated base plate elements in 
order to reduce spontaneous growth 

D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous growth between bicycle stands on unbound 
surfaces

Spontaneous between bike 
stands

Spontaneous vegetation 
between bike stands

2

3

0

1

BS03-01

BS03-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

233Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

BIKE STANDS

4

4

5

12

10

10

BS03

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

70%

41%

0%

22%

48%

96%

33%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

234 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Locate bike stands in areas with minimal exposure to impact
• Increase material stability:
 - Increase material thickness 
 - Increase strength by using structural steel profi les instead   
   of fl at steel, e.g. angled round or square profi les, I-beams,   
   U or T-profi les

Structural damageD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Mechanical damage to bike 
stands

Mechanical damage to 
exposed bike stand

3

3

1

R

BS04-01

BS04-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

235Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

BIKE STANDS 

4

4

12

8

10

10

BS04

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

78%

70%

26%

4%

30%

41%

67%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



236



237
Year 16

BOLLARDS 

BO



238

BO01
BO02

Overview of case studies



239

BOBOLLARDS

Case study list:

BO01 -  Surface damage
BO02 -  Structural damage



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

240 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface damage was identifi ed on all bollards with powder coated and 
painted surfaces 
• Maintenance measures: 
 - increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
 - replace dysfunctional bollards regularly 
 - renew surface coatings: many surface treatments require   
   extensive removal, sandblasting and recoating measures
• Use impact, abrasion and scratch resistant surfaces and coatings 

for bollards, e.g. stainless steel is highly resistant to corrosion (rust 
rarely goes deep into the metal) and requires no surface coating

Surface damageD06-24

Surface damage to bollards 
through use

20

BO01-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

241Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

BOLLARDS

3 8 10

BO01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

52%

78%

22%

7%

33%

44%

55%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

242 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural damage D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Vehicular damage to 
bollards

Mechanical damage to 
bollards

3

3

1

0

BO02-01

BO02-02

• Adapt the construction and foundation of the bollard to the  
expected loading, increase material thickness and dimensions of 
the foundation where necessary 

• Design: reduce the necessity for bollards by other means e.g. 
changes of levels using kerbstones

• Location of bollards: provide allowance for the manoeuvring, 
turning circles and overhang of vehicles

1. Implement a more stable construction and foundation, especially 
where vehicular access is present

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

243Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

BOLLARDS

4

2

3

3

10

10

BO02

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

56%

85%

26%

7%

22%

52%

48%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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245
Year 8

LIGHTING ELEMENTS 

LI



246

LI03

LI01
LI02

Overview of case studies



247

LILIGHTING ELEMENTS

Case study list:

LI01 - Structural damage
LI02 -  Surface damage
LI03 -  Concealing of floor lights on unbound surface



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

248 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural damage D06-24

Mechanical damage to 
lamp post element in paved 

surface

Mechanical damage to lamp 
post in paved surface

Mechanical damage to lamp 
post in paved surface

3

3

3

1

0

0

LI01-01

LI01-02

LI01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

249Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

5

4

6

7

3

10

10

4

LIGHTING ELEMENTS LI01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

250 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Maintenance: repair or replace damaged or dysfunctional lighting 
and paving regularly

• Location of lighting: locate lamp posts in peripheral areas, provide 
allowance for the manoeuvring, turning circles and overhang of 
vehicles

• Implement a more stable construction where vehicular access is 
present

• Implement protective barrier around lighting elements in locations 
that are particularly vulnerable to vehicular damage

Structural damage D06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

251Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

LIGHTING ELEMENTS LI01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

85%

26%

11%

41%

63%

30%

67%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

252 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface damage D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface damage due to 
use appropriation as a bike 

stand

Surface damage due to 
use appropriation as a bike 

stand

4

6

2

1

LI02-01

LI02-02

Surface damage was identifi ed on many lamp posts with powder 
coated and painted surfaces due to use as a bike stand 
• Maintenance measures: 
 - increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
 - renew surface coatings: many surface treatments require   
   removal, sandblasting and recoating
• Use impact, abrasion and scratch resistant surfaces and coatings 

for lamp posts, e.g. stainless steel is highly resistant to corrosion 
(rust rarely goes deep into the metal) and requires no surface 
coating

• Design measures: 
 - provide more bike stands nearby
 - implement planting around the lamp post or locate lamp posts  
   in planting areas 
 - apply a protective guard to the lamp post that can also be   
   used as a bike stand

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

253Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

4

8

8

10

10

LI02LIGHTING ELEMENTS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

56%

85%

7%

26%

52%

11%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

254 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

1. Implement paved surface around fl oor lights 
• Lighting element selection: select higher lighting elements e.g.  

bollard light

Concealing of fl oor lights on unbound surfacesD06-24

Floor light covered by 
surface chippings

30

LI03-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

255Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

1 8 10

LIGHTING ELEMENTS LI03

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

81%

26%

22%

11%

56%

44%

48%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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Year 12

PAVING

PA
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PA09
PA11
PA12
PA15
PA31
PA32

PA25

PA06
PA07
PA08

PA19

PA03
PA13
PA14
PA15
PA17
PA22
PA27
PA28
PA29
PA30

PA01

PA10
PA21

PA25

PA02
PA05

Overview of case studies



259

PA16

PA18

PA19

PA20

PA20

PA20

PA23
PA26

PA04

PA04

PAPAVING AND EDGINGS (EXTERIOR FLOORING)

Case study list:
PA01 - Bending of edgings
PA02 -  Discolouration, staining of pavers (picture framing)
PA03 -  Animals undermining surfaces
PA04 -  Trip hazards on unbound surfaces
PA05 -  Breaking of paviour edges
PA06 - Breaking and cracking of symmetrical in-situ concrete  
 surfaces
PA07 - Breaking and cracking of irregular shaped in-situ 
 concrete surfaces
PA08 - Cracking of asphalt surface
PA09 - Surface deformation of asphalt surface
PA10 - Discolouration, staining of bound surfaces under trees
PA11 - Discolouration, staining of coloured asphalt
PA12 - Maintenance confl icts on asphalt surfaces
PA13 - Discolouration, staining of concrete paving
PA14 - Discolouration, staining of natural stone paving
PA15 - Gum on bound surfaces
PA16 - Joint expansion at the crown of the drainage slope
PA17 - Structural movement, settlement of bound surfaces
PA18 - Spread of unbound surface over edgings
PA19 - Spontaneous growth between surface and edging
PA20 - Biological weathering of unbound surfaces under trees
PA21 - Biological weathering of bound surfaces under trees
PA22 - Spontaneous growth on bound surfaces
PA23 - Spontaneous growth on unbound surfaces
PA24 - Peripheral encroachment of plantings over unbound  
 surfaces
PA25 - Peripheral encroachment of plantings over bound  
 surfaces
PA26 - Erosion of woodchip path
PA27 - Spreading, melting of poured bitumen jointing material
PA28 - Structural movement of pavers
PA29 - Surface erosion of pavers
PA30 - Damage, loosening of pavers
PA31 - Uneven spread of grit chippings on asphalt surfaces
PA32 - Visible repair of coloured asphalt and rubber surfaces



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

260 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• PA01-01: Reduce spacing between kerb fi xings
• PA01-23: Install a linear line or double line of paving the adjoining 

the steel edge in order to increase stability
• Construction issues:
 - adapt the construction and foundation to the expected loading  
   capacity, increase material thickness and dimensions of the  
   foundation where necessary
 - consider the material characteristics in relation to climate   
   exposure of time 
1. Implement narrow steel edgings in a strip foundation

Bending of edgingsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Loosening and bending of 
steel edging next to asphalt 
leading to danger of tripping

Bending of steel edging next 
to wooden deck

1

4

0

2

PA01-01

PA01-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

261Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

PAVING

2

4

3

6

4

7

PA01

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

81%

19%

59%

15%

74%

22%

19%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

262 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration, staining of pavers (picture framing)D06-24

Discouloration of granite 
paving  

Picture framing on granite 
slab surface

Picture framing on granite 
slab surface

3

3

8

0

1

7

PA02-01

PA02-02

PA02-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

263Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

6

11

8

8

8

10

10

10

PAVING PA02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

264 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration of materials resulting from capillary water rising from
the grouting or bedding materials being absorbed by the paving 
elements. Rising salts from mortar are especially problematic.
• Avoid contact with metal elements such as swarf from metal  

grinding (e.g. resulting from construction or repair works) which 
can also induce surface staining

• Consider material characteristics over time, expect certain surface 
changes in natural materials

 - many natural stone materials contain residues of natural   
   iron which oxidises during weathering

• Material selection, use appropriate mortar mixture and bedding 
materials

• Optimise surface and subsurface drainage

Discolouration, staining of pavers (picture framing)D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Rust residues on granite 
surfaces

Rust residues on granite 
surfaces, picture framing

1

1

0

0

PA02-04

PA02-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

265Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

3

8

8

10

10

PAVING PA02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

4%

52%

19%

89%

44%

44%

4%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

266 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Material selection: implement bedding and jointing with chippings 
rather than sand joints in order to reduce the impact of ants

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance: refi ll jointing 
or implement sealed jointing in affected areas 

• Implement bound paving with sealed jointing in vulnerable areas

Animals undermining surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Undermining  of
granite paving by ants

Ants undermining 
granite paving strip adjacent 

to wall

2

3

0

1

PA03-01

PA03-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

267Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

4

6

6

10

10

PAVING PA03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

63%

30%

41%

37%

33%

48%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

268 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Trip hazards between unbound and bound surfaces D06-24

Trip hazard between granite 
slabs and self-binding 

aggregate surface

Trip hazard between granite 
paving slabs with steel 
edging and self-binding 

aggregate surface

Trip hazard between paved 
surface with concrete 
kerb and self-binding 

aggregate

3

3

3

1

1

1

PA04-01

PA04-02

PA04-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

269Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

4

4

8

8

8

10

10

10

PAVING PA04

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

270 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Description: Trip hazard at the transition between unbound and bound 
surfaces 
• Adapt the selection of surface material, edging and construction to 

the expected load classifi cation 
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. renew 

and refi ll material especially after periods of heavy rain 
• Avoid using unbound surfaces in areas of intensive use
• Self-binding aggregate surfaces are especially susceptible to 

intensive bicycle use in wet weather
• Implement a wider edging kerb between unbound surfaces

1. Use a semi-paved strip as a transition zone between surfaces

Trip hazards on unbound surfaces D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Trip hazard on self-binding 
aggregate surface at path 
junction and next to kerb

Trip hazard between granite 
slabs and self-binding 

aggregate surface

3

1

1

0

PA04-04

PA04-05

PA04-04

PA04-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

271Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

2

10

8

12

5

PAVING PA04

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

70%

56%

48%

37%

89%

22%

63%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

272 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

1. Material selection: implement paving elements with chamfered 
or rounded edges instead of sharp-edged profi les. This reduces 
spalling (cracking, breaking or chipping) during installation or 
through post installation traffi c loading

• Jointing: use correct jointing material in order to lock the paving 
elements together

 - select materials to prevent washout 
 - fi ne materials can settle into the bedding material over time
• Maintenance: refi ll or renew jointing materials at regular intervals

Breaking of paviour edgesD06-24

Breaking of sharp edges 
of granite paving stones, 
especially in the turning 
circle of vehicle traffi c

97

PA05-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

273Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

13 8 10

PAVING PA05

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

85%

63%

59%

22%

33%

44%

74%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

274 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Breaking and cracking of symmetrical in-situ concrete sur-
facesD06-24

Broken edges in in-situ 
concrete paving surface

Cracks in in-situ concrete 
paving surface

Cracks in rectangular 
shaped in-situ concrete 

paving surface

3

3

3

0

1

R

PA06-01

PA06-02

PA06-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

275Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

2

3

8

4

5

10

10

10

PAVING PA06

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

276 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Adapt the quality and thickness of the surface material and 
substructure to the expected load classifi cation. Consider the 
maximum size of each surface in relation to form.

• Widen joints to allow for adequate expansion 
• Construction: Install root protection measures to nearby trees, 

e.g. root bridges or barriers. Alternatively build subbase of surface 
using engineered rootable substrates

• Design: Increase the distance between trees and the path

Breaking and cracking of symmetrical in-situ concrete 
surfacesD06-24

Cracks in rectangular 
shaped in-situ concrete 

paving surface

3R

PA06-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

277Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 5 10

PAVING PA06

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

96%

19%

81%

11%

30%

78%

26%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

278 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Breaking and cracking of irregular shaped in-situ concrete 
surfacesD06-24

Cracks in asymmetrical 
in-situ concrete paving 
surface next to a tree

Cracks in asymmetrical 
in-situ concrete paving 

surface at a corner situation 
next to a tree

Cracks in asymmetrical 
in-situ concrete paving 

surface surrounding a tree

2

2

3

1

1

R

PA07-01

PA07-02

PA07-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

279Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

5

4

8

8

5

5

10

10

PAVING PA07

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

280 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Breaking and cracking of irregular shaped in-situ concrete 
surfacesD06-24

31

1. Optimise the number and positioning of joints, if necessary 
implement predetermined breaking points 

• Adapt the quality and thickness of the surface material and 
substructure to the expected load classifi cation. Consider the 
maximum size of each surface in relation to the individual form.

• Widen joints to allow for adequate expansion
• Construction: Install root protection measures to nearby trees, 

e.g. root bridges or barriers. Alternatively build subbase of surface 
using engineered rootable substrates

• Design: Increase the distance between trees and the path
Examples for the
positioning of joints

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

281Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

PAVING PA07

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis

0%

96%

4%

52%

41%

15%

30%

70%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

282 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Cracking of asphalt surfaceD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Cracks in red asphalt 
pedestrian surface

Cracks in black asphalt 
pedestrian surface

3

3

0

2

PA08-01

PA08-02

• Adapt the quality and thickness of the asphalt surface material 
and substructure to the expected load classifi cation and level of 
exposure (surface quality, thickness and substructure)

• Optimise substructure, e.g. compaction of subsoil, frost-resistant 
substructure etc.

• Construction: Install root protection measures to nearby trees, 
e.g. root bridges or barriers. Alternatively build subbase of asphalt 
surface using engineered rootable substrates

• Design: Increase the distance between trees and the sealed 
surface

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

283Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

4

4

8

4

10

10

PAVING PA08

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

0%

63%

19%

70%

22%

11%

11%

70%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

284 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface deformation of asphalt surfaceD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface damage to asphalt 
surface due to heavy loading

Surface damage to asphalt 
surface due to point loading

2

3

1

0

PA09-01

PA09-02

• Adapt the quality and thickness of the asphalt (tarmac) surface 
material to the expected load classifi cation and level of exposure 
(surface quality, thickness)

• Ensure the correct specifi cation of bitumen and mineral aggregate 
in asphalt mixtures    

• Implement a more durable surface material in areas where 
intensive point loads are to be expected

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

285Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

2

8

5

10

10

PAVING PA09

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

70%

74%

44%

19%

89%

48%

56%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

286 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration and staining of bound surfaces under trees 
or adjacent to dense vegetationD06-24

Discolouration and soiling 
of granite slabs under lime 

trees 

Discolouration of surface 
of in-situ concrete next to 
blackthorn tree bearing 

fruits

Discolouration of surface 
structure of in-situ concrete 

next to dense vegetation

1

4

1

0

1

0

PA10-01

PA10-02

PA10-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

287Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2

5

3

5

8

6

10

10

10

PAVING PA10

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

288 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
 - clean surfaces after removal of fruits
 - cut back plantings at regular intervals
• Implement darker paving materials to reduce the visibility of 

staining
• Consider the use of a surface treatment to reduce discolouration

• Prevention strategies: 
 - increase the distance between plantings and paved surfaces
 - select more suitable materials with appropriate surface   
     structures and treatments for vulnerable surfaces adjacent to  
   trees with fruits, berries or those that produce sap or pitch   
   (resin)

Discolouration and staining of bound surfaces under trees 
or adjacent to dense vegetationD06-24

Discolouration and soiling 
of concrete surface next to a 

hedge

40

PA10-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

289Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6 8 10

PAVING PA10

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

7%

74%

70%

44%

48%

48%

7%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

290 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration and staining of coloured asphaltD06-24

Discolouration and soiling 
of red asphalt surface, 

especially adjoining a road

Discolouration and soiling of 
red asphalt surface beside 

lime trees

Discolouration and soiling of 
red asphalt surface 

surrounding lime trees

1

2

2

0

0

0

PA11-01

PA11-02

PA11-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

291Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

3

3

4

5

5

10

6

10

PAVING PA11

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

292 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration and staining of coloured asphaltD06-24

Exhaust and organic 
deposits on asphalt surface

30

PA11-04

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, clean 
surfaces regularly

• Material selection:
 - take context into consideration during planning, roadside 
   surfaces are especially prone to high levels of anthropogenic  
   deposits and contamination 
 - implement a different material beneath the trees e.g. planting  
   areas
• Avoid planting trees that produce fruit, sap or pitch (resin) on 

vulnerable surfaces

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

293Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 6 10

PAVING PA11

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

74%

30%

37%

44%

33%

74%

26%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

294 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Maintenance confl icts on asphalt surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Damage to red asphalt 
surface due to maintenance 

Visible maintenance to 
remove staining of edging 
and asphalt surface under 

lime trees

1

5

0

0

PA12-01

PA12-02

• Increase the frequency of appropriate maintenance
 - clean surfaces regularly to remove loose dirt and grime 
 - do not use damaging maintenance equipment (PA12-01, 
   year 2 and year 6)
• Material selection in the planning phase:
 - ensure maintainability of the surface material over the   
   expected project lifecycle
 - ensure the availability of appropriate maintenance equipment
 - implement a different material in areas where the desired level  
   of maintenance is not assured

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

295Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2

6

8

8

6

10

PAVING PA12

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

56%

37%

33%

52%

41%

70%

41%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

296 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Description: discolouration of concrete paving elements largely due to 
inconsistencies in the production process
• Material selection: consider the differing exposition levels where 

the material is to be implemented. Coloured materials often fade in 
areas exposed to direct sunlight (photo-degradation)

• Use elements from the same production batch to avoid differences 
in surface colour and other characteristics. If not possible, mix 
elements from several different production batches.

• Clean surfaces regularly to remove loose dirt and grime

• Implement materials, surface structures and treatments that reduce 
discolouration and staining, reapply surface treatments regularly

Discolouration and staining of concrete pavingD06-24

Discolouration of concrete 
paving

20

PA13-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

297Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5 8 10

PAVING PA13

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

41%

19%

33%

44%

15%

74%

19%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

298 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration and staining of natural stone pavingD06-24

Discolouration and staining 
of sandstone paving slabs 

Discolouration of 
sandstone paving slabs in 
an intensively frequented 

entrance space, high levels 
of chewing gum

3

3

1

1

PA14-01

PA14-02

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Description: discolouration of rough surfaced sandstone paving 
elements largely due to the strongly shaded location and damaging 
maintenance
• Improve surface and subsurface drainage of limestone surface 
• Implement a more suitable material, surface structure and 

treatment for this deep shaded location. Surfaces should also 
reduce the adhesion of dirt and grime 

• Do not use damaging maintenance equipment or chemicals to 
remove gum, loose dirt and grime 

• Material selection: 
 - consider the specifi c context and intensity of use when   
   selecting materials, surfaces and surface treatments 
 - consider maintenance factors
• Maintenance: 
 - clean surfaces regularly including nearby sources of    
   contamination
 - reapply surface treatment regularly

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

299Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

14

15

15

10

10

10

PAVING PA14

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

81%

30%

19%

67%

41%

74%

59%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

300 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Gum on bound surfaces (chewing gum)D06-24

Chewing gum on red asphalt 
surface

Chewing gum on white 
asphalt surface

Chewing gum on concrete 
paving in front of bench

2

1

1

0

0

0

PA15-01

PA15-02

PA15-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

301Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

5

3

8

8

8

10

10

10

PAVING PA15

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

302 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Gum on bound surfaces (chewing gum)D06-24

Chewing gum staining on 
sandstone paving and steps 

in an entrance space

31

PA15-04

Description: discolouration of paving elements largely due to chewing 
gum
• Implement a more suitable paving material, surface structure and 

treatment in order to reduce the adhesion of chewing gum, dirt and 
grime 

• Provide increased number of waste containers
• Maintenance: 
 - clean surfaces regularly, do not use damaging maintenance  
   equipment or chemicals to remove gum  (PA15-04)
 - reapply anti-adhesive surface treatments regularly

• Material selection: 
 - consider the specifi c context and intensity of use when   
   selecting materials, surfaces and surface treatments 
 - consider long term maintenance factors during design
 - use dark or patterned surfaces in vulnerable areas to conceal  
   staining

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

303Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

12 14 10

PAVING PA15

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

44%

96%

11%

67%

41%

48%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

304 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Construction suggestion to avoid movement of slabs: set the fi rst 
row of slabs at the top of slopes in hydraulically bound bedding 
course (e.g. cement based) 

1. Cut the paving slabs at the crown of slopes diagonally in order to 
achieve an optimal joint width

Joint expansion at the crown of the drainage slopeD06-24

Expansion of joint at crown 
of slope due to movement of 

granite slab paving

11

PA16-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

305Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5 8 10

PAVING PA16

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

74%
33%

7%

11%

30%

48%

30%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

306 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement and settlement of bound surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Structural movement of steel 
paving causing a trip hazard

Subsidence of granite 
paving slabs

1

4

0

1

PA17-01

PA17-02

Description: settlement of materials due to failing substructure and/
or compaction levels 
• Optimise the foundations / substructure and anchoring of paving 

material
• PA17-01: Implement a wider edging kerb between path and 

vegetation area
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance  e.g. 

remove sediments and spontaneous growth from joints
• Lift and relay the paving when necessary 

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

307Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

6

5

7

6

10

PAVING PA17

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

70%

26%

89%

19%

44%

26%

26%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

308 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spread of unbound surface over edgingsD06-24

Spread of self-binding 
aggregate surface over steel 
edging onto grass surface

20

PA18-01

Description: Erosion of self-binding aggregate surface leading to 
development of a trip hazard at the transition between path and 
planting area 
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. renew 

and refi ll material especially after periods of heavy rain 
• Design: Increase width of path to reduce erosion
• Avoid using unbound surfaces in areas of intensive use
• Self-binding aggregate surfaces are especially susceptible to 

intensive bicycle use in wet weather

• Implement a wider edging kerb between unbound surfaces to 
reduce erosion

1. Use a semi-paved strip as a transition zone between surfaces

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

309Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3 5 6

PAVING PA18

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

63%

59%

22%

30%

56%

41%

26%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

310 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth between surface and edgingD06-24

Spontaneous growth 
between kerb stones and 

perimeter of asphalt surface

Spontaneous growth 
between steel edging and 

asphalt surface

Spontaneous growth 
between steel edging and 

asphalt surface

3

6

2

2

1

0

PA19-01

PA19-02

PA19-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

311Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

8

3

5

16

4

10

10

10

PAVING PA19

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

312 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

The joint between the paved surface and edging was often found 
to be wider than within the paved surface itself. Similarly, asphalt 
surfaces often lose adhesion to the edging over time and wide gaps 
develop (resulting from expansion/ contraction due to climatic factors) 
providing a niche for spontaneous growth. 
• Implement sealed joints instead of unbound jointing materials to 

reduce spontaneous growth 
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance to reduce 

sedimentation and spontaneous growth
• Reduce joint width between edging and surface

• Maintenance: refi ll joint with sealed jointing material

Spontaneous growth between surface and edgingD06-24

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

313Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

10

PAVING PA19

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

44%

26%

37%

85%

33%

48%

26%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

314 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Biological weathering of unbound surfaces under trees D06-24

Biological weathering of 
self-binding aggregate 

surface in deep shade of 
trees

Biological weathering of 
self-binding aggregate 

surface deep shade of trees, 
areas of minimal use

Biological weathering of 
self-binding aggregate 

surface in areas of minimal 
use under trees

1

2

3

0

1

1

PA20-01

PA20-02

PA20-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

315Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

3

2

5

4

3

8

6

4

PAVING PA20

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

316 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Biological weathering of unbound surfaces under trees D06-24

Biological weathering of 
self-binding aggregate 

surface in areas of minimal 
use under trees

21

PA20-04

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance in areas of 
minimal use e.g. fl aming of spontaneous growth

• Planning: ensure increased maintenance budget when 
implementing self-binding aggregate in areas of minimal use

• Alternatively, allow spontaneous vegetation to develop:
 - selective removal of vegetation with damaging root systems
 - maintenance by mowing

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

317Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3 5 6

PAVING PA20

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

63%

44%

19%

59%

93%

41%

63%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

318 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Biological weathering of bound surfaces under treesD06-24

Biological weathering of 
asphalt surface under dense 

lime tree cover

Biological growth on granite 
paving in the deep shade of 

trees

4

1

0

0

PA21-01

PA21-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Biological growth often becomes slippery and unsafe when wet. This 
may also lead to spontaneous growth in areas undisturbed by use or 
maintenance
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance in areas of 

minimal use e.g. brushing, pressure washing



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

319Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

3

6

6

10

10

PAVING PA21

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

41%

48%

15%

67%

96%

56%

37%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

320 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth on bound surfacesD06-24

Spontaneous growth in 
joints of granite paving

Spontaneous growth in 
joints of granite paving, in 

areas of minimal use

Spontaneous growth in 
joints of granite paving, in 

areas of minimal use

5

1

1

R

0

0

PA22-01

PA22-02

PA22-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

321Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

10

3

3

12

6

7

10

10

10

PAVING PA22

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

322 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth on bound surfacesD06-24

Spontaneous growth in 
joints of granite paving on 

an exposed surface

30

PA22-04

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance in areas of 
minimal use e.g. fl aming of spontaneous growth

• Implement paving with sealed joints
• Alternatively: 
 a) allow natural spontaneous vegetation to develop or 
 b) design the surface with planted joints, plant with low   
      growing tread resistant species, e.g. Thymus,    
        Bellis perennis, Sedum acre, Sagina subulata 
 - Maintenance: selective removal of vegetation with damaging  
   root systems (woody plants), maintenance by mowing

Spontaneous growth in 
joints of concrete paving 

under trees

31

PA22-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

323Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6 7 10

PAVING PA22

2 3

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

19%

63%

96%

44%

30%

48%

63%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

324 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, keep 
surfaces free of dirt, leaves other debris

• Planning: ensure appropriate maintenance budget when 
implementing unbound surfaces

1. Implement a maintenance friendly base element adjacent to 
unbound surfaces (see PA23-02)

• Alternatively, allow spontaneous vegetation to develop:
 - selective removal of vegetation with damaging root systems
 - maintenance by mowing

Spontaneous growth on unbound surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous growth on self-
binding aggregate surface 

Spontaneous growth on self-
binding aggregate surface

2

2

1

0

PA23-01

PA23-02

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

325Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

4

8

5

10

10

PAVING PA23

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

52%

63%

15%

44%

41%

96%

52%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

326 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Peripheral encroachment of plantings over unbound sur-
facesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Encroachment of 
neighbouring lawn surface 
onto self-binding aggregate 
surface in areas of minimal 

use

Encroachment of 
neighbouring grass surface 
onto self-binding aggregate 
surface in areas of minimal 

use

3

2

1

1

PA24-01

PA24-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

• Planting: avoid the use of plants with a lateral spreading or 
creeping growth habit that spread from suckers, rhizomes or 
stolons adjacent to unbound surfaces 

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance especially in 
areas of minimal use

• Planning: ensure an appropriate maintenance budget when 
implementing unbound surfaces

• Alternatively, allow spontaneous vegetation to develop:
 - selective removal of vegetation with damaging root systems
 - maintenance by mowing

• Increase maintainability:      
 - Implement wide kerb edgings between unbound surfaces 
 - 1. Implement maintenance friendly strips between unbound  
       surfaces and plantings



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

327Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

3

8

4

10

10

PAVING PA24

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

74%

59%

52%

48%

96%

48%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

328 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Peripheral encroachment of plantings over bound surfacesD06-24

Encroachment of  plantings 
onto adjacent granite sett 

paving

Encroachment of  plantings 
onto adjacent granite sett 

paving

2

2

3

0

0

R

PA25-01

PA25-02

PA25-03

Encroachment of  plantings 
from embankment onto 

surrounding built landscape

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

329Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

3

5

4

6

6

7

7

10

PAVING PA25

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

330 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Peripheral encroachment of plantings over bound surfacesD06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Planting: avoid the use of plants with a lateral spreading or 
creeping growth habit that spread from suckers, rhizomes or 
stolons adjacent to built landscape elements 

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance especially in 
areas of minimal use

1. Implement a maintenance friendly base element adjacent to 
unbound surfaces



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

331Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

PAVING PA25

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

52%

22%

15%

33%

41%

30%

96%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

332 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of woodchip pathD06-24

Erosion of intensively used 
woodchip path over time

20

PA26-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, refi ll and 
redistribute woodchips at regular intervals

• Planning: ensure appropriate maintenance budget when 
implementing unbound surfaces

• Planning: Implement a more tread resistant material in areas of 
intensive use

• Increase maintainability:      
 - Implement a wide kerb edging to reduce spreading of   
   woodchips



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

333Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 5 7

PAVING PA26

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

67%

15%

30%

85%

70%

26%

70%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

334 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spreading, melting of poured bitumen jointing materialD06-24

Spreading of bituminous 
jointing material between 

concrete surfaces and 
granite pavers, exposed 

location
30

PA27-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Construction: 
 - implement recessed joints to avoid bitumen spreading over   
   the surface
 - consider the softening of bituminous jointing materials in 
   exposed locations (percentage of bitumen is a major factor)
• Alternatively, implement a different jointing material



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

335Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6 7 10

PAVING PA27

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
11%

4%

48%

30%

19%

7%

52%

56%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

336 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of paversD06-24

Displacement of granite 
paving elements due to lack 

of jointing material

Movement of granite sett 
paving due to lack of jointing 

material

Displacement of granite 
paving elements due to lack 

of jointing material

3

7

3

R

1

1

PA28-01

PA28-02

PA28-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

337Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

7

11

6

11

12

8

11

14

11

PAVING PA28

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

338 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of paversD06-24

31

• Construction: when selecting an appropriate jointing material 
consider the relationship between the expected load classifi cation, 
dimensions of the paving elements, substructure, joint width and 
jointing material

• Maintenance: Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, 
refi ll jointing material regularly

• Re-pave affected surfaces with more stable jointing material
• Optimise the bedding and subbase, ensure adequate compaction 

during construction

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

339Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

PAVING PA28

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

30%

74%

11%

78%

11%

48%

26%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

340 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface erosion of paversD06-24

Surface erosion of limestone 
paving due to mechanical 

and chemical cleaning

31

PA29-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Material selection: do not use soft stone paving material in areas 
where mechanical or chemical cleaning takes place. Implement 
hard-stone materials such as granite

• Select more suitable material and surface structure. Apply a 
protective surface treatment to increase resistance to dirtying and 
maintenance activities

• Reapply surface treatment regularly



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

341Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 14 10

PAVING PA29

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

52%

67%

74%

30%

78%

11%

26%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

342 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Damage, loosening of paversD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Loosening of sett paving 
material 

Loosening of sett paving 
material adjacent to trees

4

1

1

0

PA30-01

PA30-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

• Select more suitable substructure for vulnerable corner 
locations:  set corner elements in hydraulically bound bedding 
course (e.g. cement based) or concrete 

• Install root protection measures to nearby trees, e.g. root bridges 
or barriers. Alternatively build subbase of surface using special 
engineered rootable substrates

1. Implement vulnerable corners with larger, more stable 
cornerstones



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

343Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

2

6

4

7

6

PAVING PA30

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

59%

33%

37%

48%

37%

33%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

344 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Ensure a binding connection between asphalt and grit chippings 
through an optimal material specifi cation and construction

• Construction optimisation:
 - ensure the consistency of each batch of asphalt 
 - ensure the consistency of construction techniques for   
   applying the chippings (rolling etc.) 

Ensure regular maintenance:
 - regularly remove loose surface chippings in order to    
     reduce the risk of blocked drains
 - rework the surface material regularly

Uneven spread of grit chippings on asphalt surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Irregularly distributed 
gravel chippings on asphalt 

surfaces

Irregularly distributed gravel 
chippings on asphalt sur-

faces. Increased visibility of 
different construction batch-

es over time

1

1

0

0

PA31-01

PA31-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

345Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

2

6

6

10

10

PAVING PA31

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

52%

37%

67%

19%

33%

4%

70%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

346 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Visible repair of coloured asphalt and rubber surfacesD06-24

Visible repair and 
replacement of EPDM rubber 

surface paving elements 
under trees

Visible repair to asphalt 
surface

Visible repair to EPDM 
rubber surfaces resulting in 

a patchwork

1

2

2

0

1

0

PA32-01

PA32-02

PA32-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

347Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2

3

3

4

4

4

6

5

6

PAVING PA32

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

348 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Visible repair of coloured asphalt and rubber surfacesD06-24

31

• Maintenance: rework the entire surface to rejuvenate the colour
• Minimise the visibility of repairs: repair or resurface areas that are 

less conspicuous, follow the design principles of the site
• Implement a more durable and maintainable material for 

intensively used surfaces, especially in areas with many below 
ground services

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

349Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

PAVING PA32

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

37%

4%

52%

33%

15%

89%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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Year 12

RAMPS

RA



352

RA01

Overview of case studies



353

RA02

RARAMPS RA
Case study list:

RA01 -  Vegetation growth in drainage element
RA02 -  Erosion of embankment next to ramp



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

354 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
• Implement a different type of drainage, e.g. open channel for easi-

er maintenance
• Consider implementing a channel drain with increased drainage 

gradient

1. Implement paved maintenance strips at the ends of the channel to 
reduce sedimentation

Vegetation growth in drainage elementD06-24

Blocking of drain on asphalt 
ramp through sedimentation 

from embankment

20

RA01-01 

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

355Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

RAMPS

4 6 7

RA01

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

7%

26%

37%

22%

96%

52%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

356 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of embankment next to rampD06-24

Desire path on an 
embankment through 

vegetation as a short cut

10

RA02-01 

There are many solutions to this phenomenon, including: 
• Design: optimise the park design to avoid path junctions with 

particularly acute angles
• Reinforce the slope with geotextiles to reduce erosion

1. Secure terrain edges by implement raised borders or short 
retaining walls

2. Plant the embankment with a hedge or dense shrubs

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

357Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

1 3 10

RA02RAMPS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       
0%

78%

74%

11%

41%

26%

52%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



358



359
Year 7 

STEPS

ST



360

ST05

ST12

ST04

ST16

ST13

ST10

ST15

ST09
ST08

ST06
ST11

ST01

ST03
ST07
ST14

ST02

Overview of case studies



361

STSTEPS

Case study list:

ST01 - Loosening and discolouration of warning stripes on 
steps

ST02 - Blockage of drainage element at base of steps
ST03 - Twisting, warping and bending of wooden steps
ST04 - Accumulation of litter and sediments under steps
ST05 - Erosion of unbound surface at top of steps leading to 

risk of falling
ST06 - Erosion of unbound surface at base of steps leading to 

risk of falling
ST07 - Erosion of unbound steps leading to risk of falling
ST08 - Breaking, chipping of front edges of steps
ST09 - Spontaneous growth in joints of  steps
ST10 - Spontaneous growth in joint between steps and wall
ST11 - Increased sedimentation and spontaneous growth at 

base of steps
ST12 - Peripheral encroachment from neighbouring plantings
ST13 - Biological weathering of vertical face of concrete steps
ST14 - Structural movement of precast concrete steps
ST15 - Structural movement surrounding trees
ST16 - Mechanical damage to top edges



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

362 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Lowest step is subject to particularly heavy mechanical stress
• Optimise the construction: Integrate the warning strips into the 

tread of the step through milling. 
• Check material compatibility  
• Implement a more distinctive material combination. Consider 

material change over time due to weathering when selecting 
contrasting materials.

• Increase maintenance intervals, renew strips when contrast is 
insuffi cient

Loosening and discolouration of warning strips on stepsD06-24

Reduction of colour 
distinction between hazard 
warning strips and steps 

over time 

ST01-01 

10

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

363Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 6 10

ST01STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

15%

37%

44%

59%

33%

22%

11%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

364 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Blockage of drainage element at base of steps D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in slit drainage 
channel at the base of 

concrete steps causing 
blockage

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in channel drain at 
the base of granite steps 

causing blockage

2

3

0

0

• Channel drains require increased maintenance  at the base of 
steps to keep channel drains clear from sediments 

• Avoid slit drainage channels immediately in front of steps where 
increased natural sediments and litter accumulate through weath-
ering

• Widen drainage inlet profi le to reduce susceptibility to blockages 

ST02-01

ST02-02 

1. Increase distance between drainage element and the bottom 
step

2. Widen drainage inlet profi le to reduce susceptibility to 
blockages

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

365Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

1

6

7

10

10

ST02STEPS

1
2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

56%

26%

19%

100%

15%

0%

30%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

366 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Twisting, warping and bending of wooden steps D06-24

Rot, cracking, splitting and 
greying of wood steps caus-

ing risk of injury (rot and 
greying of wood)

Rot, cracking, splitting and 
greying of wood steps 

causing trip hazard

Warping (crook) of 
wooden steps causing trip 

hazard

2

3

1

0

1

0

ST03-01

ST03-02

ST03-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

367Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

7

2

6

10

3

10

12

10

ST03STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

368 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Twisting, warping and bending of wooden steps D06-24

31

• Optimise the dimensions of the tread boards, substructure and  
fi xings

• Widen joints to allow wood to swell and shrink
• Maintenance: regular visual inspection and replacement of 

defective planks

Avoid fl exing of tread boards through increased stability:
1. Increase the thickness of the decking boards
2. Reduce the distance between substructure joists
• Reduce the spacing between fi xings 
• Material selection: use more durable hardwood 
• Allow for adequate ventilation within and surrounding the wood-

en structure
• Use shorter lengths of tread boards

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

369Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

ST03STEPS

2

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

19%

59%

56%

30%

0%

78%

15%

52%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

370 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Accumulation of litter and sediments under stepsD06-24

Maintenance defi cit under 
steel steps leading to an 
accumulation of litter and 

debris

20

• Increase maintainability by providing access for optimal 
maintenance

• Alternatively, implement closed (non permeable) steps instead of 
open steps to avoid litter and debris accumulation

 

ST04-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

371Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5 8 10

ST04STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

93%

67%

15%

0%

26%

11%

26%

52%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

372 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of unbound surface at top of steps leading to risk 
of fallingD06-24

Settlement/wear of wood 
chip surface at the top of 

steps causing a trip 
hazard

Settlement/wear of gravel
surface adjoining steps  

causing a trip hazard 

Settlement/wear of grass 
surface in front of steps  

causing a trip hazard 

0

3

1

1

0

0

ST05-01

ST05-02

ST05-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

373Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2

4

4

8

6

6

7

8

10

ST05STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

374 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of unbound surface at top of steps leading to risk 
of fallingD06-24

Settlement/wear of grass 
surface in front of self-

binding aggregate steps 
causing trip hazard

20

• Adapt the material selection to the structural situation and 
function of the element

• Use stable tread-proof materials adjoining steps, avoid 
implementing unbound or loose materials (grass, gravel etc.)  

• Regularly inspect unbound surfaces adjoining steps
• If unbound materials adjoining steps are absolutely necessary 

then ensure regular maintenance and inspections. This includes 
renewing of edges and refi lling/restoration of unbound materials 
in order to avoid the development of trip hazards

ST05-04

1. Implement a bound surface as a landing at the top of the steps 
to avoid erosion and the development of trip hazards

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

375Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 5 7

ST05STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

85%

48%

30%

41%

67%

22%

0%

26%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

376 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of unbound surface at base of steps leading to 
risk of fallingD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Settlement/wear of self-bind-
ing aggregate surface in 

front of steps causing a trip 
hazard

Settlement/wear of a 
self-binding aggregate sur-
face in front of steps caus-

ing a trip hazard

0

1

1

0

• Adapt the material selection to the structural situation and func-
tion of the element

• Use stable tread-proof materials adjoining steps, avoid 
implementing unbound or loose materials (grass, gravel etc.)  

• Regularly inspect unbound surfaces adjoining steps
• If unbound materials adjoining steps are absolutely necessary 

then ensure regular maintenance and inspections. This includes 
refi lling/restoration of unbound materials in order to avoid the 
development of trip hazards

ST06-01

ST06-02

1. Implement a bound surface as a landing at the base of the steps 
to avoid erosion and the development of trip hazards

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

377Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

4

8

6

6

10

ST06STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

63%

11%

78%

41%

0%

37%

41%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

378 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of unbound steps leading to risk of fallingD06-24

Erosion/wear of self-binding 
aggregate steps in transition 
to granite steps causing trip 

hazard

30

• Inappropriate choice of materials, unbound materials are only 
suitable for steps in areas of minimal use. Adapt the material 
selection to the frequency and intensity of use.

• Insuffi cient thickness of steel band (riser),
• Open corner detail is a construction weak point 
• Avoid material change in steps, this may lead to differential wear 

and the development of trip hazards
• If unbound materials adjoining steps are absolutely necessary 

then ensure regular maintenance and inspections. This includes 
refi lling/restoration of unbound materials in order to avoid the 

ST07-01

development of trip hazards
• Increase maintenance on less frequented unbound materials

1. Use stable tread-proof materials for steps e.g. concrete or stone. 
Avoid implementing unbound or loose materials (gravel etc.)   

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

379Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 10

ST07STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

93%

59%

67%

30%

0%

41%

41%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

380 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Breaking, chipping of front edges of stepsD06-24

Broken front edge of 
concrete steps (riser)

30

• Edges and corners are always weak points, shadow gaps 
accentuates the problem,

• Provide an alternative access or ramp for heavy loads (deliveries 
etc.)

• Severely broken edges can lead to trip hazards
• Maintenance: Replacement of defect steps with severely 

broken edges. Repairs also possible with concrete cosmetics.

ST08-01

1. Use chamfered edges or rounded corners in order to reduce 
susceptibility to impacts

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

381Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6 7 10

ST08STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

26%

63%

67%

26%

81%

30%

0%

26%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

382 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth in joints of  stepsD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth on jointing and 

vertical face of concrete 
steps

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth and soil deposits in 

joints of granite steps

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth and soil deposits on 
self-binding aggregate sur-
face in front of granite step

6

4

11

2

3

1

ST09-01

ST09-02

ST09-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

383Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

7

8

15

8

10

10

10

10

ST09STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

384 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth in joints of  stepsD06-24

31

• Increased natural sedimentation is unavoidable at the base of 
vertical elements. 

• Joint at base of step is a weak point, install linked or widened 
element as compact base step, avoid over-dimensioning 

• Ensure drainage away from the front of steps
• Minimise size of joints
• Seal joints between steps
• Increase maintenance intervals in the joints, edges corners of 

steps  

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

385Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

ST09STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

44%

26%

52%

19%

0%

26%

70%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

386 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth in joint between steps and wallD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in joint between wall 

and concrete steps

42

• Increased sedimentation is unavoidable at the base of vertical 
elements. 

• Increase maintenance intervals, especially in the joints, edges 
and corners of steps  

• Minimise the size of joints
• Seal joint adjoining side walls with a permanently elastic joint 

sealant

ST10-01

1. Install maintenance slope at each side of the steps between 
steps and side walls for easy cleaning

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

387Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6 7 10

ST10STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

44%

56%

19%

96%

15%

0%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

388 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Increased sedimentation and spontaneous growth at base 
of stepsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth and soil deposits at 

the base of steps and 
adjacent to side walls

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth at the base of steps 
and adjacent to side walls

3

3

0

0

• Increased sedimentation is unavoidable at the base of steps. 
• Minimise size of joint between surface and bottom step
• Seal joint adjoining steps with a permanently elastic joint sealant
• Ensure optimal drainage, divert water away from the base of the 

steps
• Increase maintenance and inspection intervals

ST11-01

ST11-02

1. Design a special joint free element as a base step

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

389Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

1

7

6

8

10

10

ST11STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

11%

56%

100%

15%

0%

37%

44%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

390 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Peripheral encroachment from neighbouring plantingsD06-24

Encroachment of planting 
from neighbouring 

embankment onto granite 
steps

20

• Species selection for plantings should refl ect the level of 
maintenance available. 

• Creeping and groundcover plants with a lateral growth habit that 
spread from suckers, rhizomes or stolons are particularly prone 
to rapid encroachment

• Increase maintenance and inspection intervals
• Check the necessity of the steps

ST12-01

1. Install gravel or paved strips adjacent to steps for easier 
maintenance

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

391Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6 7 10

ST12STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

33%

37%

11%

26%

93%

44%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

392 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Biological weathering of vertical face of concrete stepsD06-24

Biological degradation 
on vertical face and  

spontaneous vegetation 
growth in jointing of 

concrete steps

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth on vertical face of 

concrete step

Discolouration and staining 
on vertical surfaces of con-

crete steps

3

4

3

1

1

1

ST13-01

ST13-02

ST13-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

393Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6

6

5

8

8

8

10

10

10

ST13STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

394 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Biological weathering of vertical face of concrete stepsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Biological degradation on 
vertical surfaces and 

jointing of granite steps

Biological degradation on 
vertical surface and sponta-
neous vegetation growth in 

joints of granite steps

1

1

0

0

• Use structured surface on the vertical face of steps in order to 
conceal a biological weathering

• Maintenance suggestions: sandblasting, high pressure washing
• Pretreat vertical surface with hydrophobic coating
• Install steps with a drip edge or shadow gap 
• Provide lateral gravel strip between stairs and planting area for 

easier maintenance 
• Seal joints between steps to reduce spontaneous growth
• The surface change is purely cosmetic,  accept this natural 

ageing process

ST13-04

ST13-05

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

395Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

7

4

8

7

10

10

ST13STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

48%

41%

11%

33%

89%

67%

0%

41%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

396 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of precast concrete steps

Movement of precast 
concrete block steps leading 

to risk of falling 
(massive construction)

Movement of precast 
concrete steps causing risk 
of falling (hollow construc-

tion)

Movement of precast 
concrete block steps leading 

to risk of falling 
(massive construction)

3

6

3

R

1

1

ST14-01

ST14-02

ST14-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

397Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

9

5

6

12

6

7

10

10

ST14STEPS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

398 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of precast concrete stepsD06-24

Movement of precast 
concrete block steps leading 

to risk of falling 
(massive construction)

3R

• Optimise technical construction: increase adhesion or anchoring 
between foundation and block step elements

• Corner situations are especially vulnerable 
• Increase corrective maintenance intervals 
• Increase visual inspection intervals

1. Increase bonding with the foundation by using pins or anchors

ST14-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

399Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5 10 10

ST14STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

15%

70%

22%

30%

19%

0%

70%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

400 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement surrounding treesD06-24

Tree roots causing structural 
movement of adjoining 

asymmetrical steps

31

• Select tree species with growth characteristics that match 
the site conditions, soil volume and reduce confl icts with the 
surrounding built environment

• Where suffi cient soil volumes are not possible, root bridges, 
barriers or compactable engineered rootable substrates 
should be implemented to avoid confl icts with surrounding built 
structures

• Separate the tree pit and step construction
• Increase the dimensions of the tree planting area
• Alternatively, remove the tree and rebuild the steps

ST15-01

1. The predicted girth of the mature tree trunk including root fl are at 
the base needs to be adequately considered during design and 
detailing. 

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

401Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

ST15STEPS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

85%

4%

70%

33%

22%

26%

0%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

402 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Mechanical damage to top edges of side walls D06-24

Skater damage to concrete 
sidewall adjacent to steps 

(use appropriation)

20

There are three main strategies:
1. Skate-friendly design: implement robust skate friendly features 

e.g. paving, edgings and walls with steel edges 
2. Skate-deterrent design: Install skate protection, e.g. stoppers, 

pins or other obstructions in order to protect edges and surfaces
3. No action: The surface damage is not structural and may be 

acceptable in certain-situations

ST16-01

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

403Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

7 8 10

ST16STEPS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

56%

89%

11%

26%

4%

0%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



404



405
Year 1

TREE GRATES AND GUARDS

TG



406

TG01

TG02

TG04
TG03

Overview of case studies



407

TGTREE GRATES AND GUARDS

Case study list:

TG01 -  Structural damage to tree anchorings
TG02 -  Structural movement of tree grate
TG03 -  Accumulation of litter and organic debris
TG04 -  Spontaneous growth in tree grates



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

408 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural damage to tree anchoringsD06-24

Physical damage to tree 
protection

Physical damage to tree 
support

Physical damage to tree 
protection

3

3

3

R

0

0

TG01-01

TG01-02

TG01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

409Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

3

2

8

8

8

6

5

3

TREE GRATES AND GUARDS TG01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

410 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Improve the stability and durability of the anchorage construction
1. Consider anchorage with an underground tree guying system 

which is less susceptible to vehicular or malicious damage
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
 - remove tree protection after tree establishment (2-3 years) 
 - rapidly repair or replace tree protection if damaged in order   
   to avoid consequential damage to the tree

Structural damage to tree anchoringsD06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

411Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

TREE GRATES AND GUARDS TG01

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

44%

70%

30%

19%

0%

11%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

412 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Tree species selection: 
 - select species with downward root growth rather than a  
   lateral growth habit
 - select species that fi t the spacial constraints of the planting   
     pit and the site 
• Optimise the tree grate construction:
 - consider the mature size of the specifi c tree species,   
   implement an adequate size of tree grid for mature growth
 - optimise the substructure of the tree grate
 - consider the planting depths of trees 

 - increase distance between the tree grid and substrate
 - implement engineered rootable substrates for the subbase of  
   the adjacent paved surface
1.  Install root protection measures around tree, e.g. root barriers
 

Structural movement of tree grateD06-24

Tree surroundings being 
lifted by roots

Tree surroundings being 
lifted by roots

94

TG02-01

TG02-02

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

413Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

13

2

16

3

10

10

10

TREE GRATES AND GUARDS TG02

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

81%

4%

37%

0%

11%

33%

37%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

414 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Accumulation of litter and organic debrisD06-24

Maintenance confl ict due 
to poorly accessibility of 

surfaces behind a wooden 
seating element

10

TG03-01

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, by hand 
where necessary 

• Planning: ensure accessibility of surfaces for optimal maintenance

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

415Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2 6 10

TREE GRATES AND GUARDS TG03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

37%

100%

19%

0%

56%

19%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

416 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth in tree gratesD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in tree grid

20

TG04-01

There are two main strategies: 
 - provide a mulch layer to reduce spontaneous growth
 - plant the tree grid, e.g. with bird knotweed, white clover or
   goldmoss stonecrop, maintenance by mowing  
• Plant the tree deeper in order to increase the distance between the 

substrate and the tree grid cover
• Alternatively, allow for spontaneous growth to continue to develop: 
 - selective removal of vegetation with damaging root systems
 - maintenance by mowing

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

417Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

6 8 10

TREE GRATES AND GUARDS TG04

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

52%

100%

30%

19%

0%

22%

41%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



418



419
Year 1

WALLS

WA



420

WA10
WA11

WA03

WA01

WA14 WA05
WA06

WA09

WA02

Overview of case studies

WA07



421

WA04

WA13

WA03

WA01

WA05
WA06

WA07

WA09

WAWALLS

Case study list:

WA01 - Mechanical damage to top edges of walls
WA02 - Animal impacts on walls
WA03 -  Spontaneous growth at the base
WA04 - Spontaneous growth in walling joints
WA05 - Biological weathering and staining of upper surface of  
 wall
WA06 - Discolouration, staining under trees
WA07 - Structural movement of wall in close proximity to trees
WA08 - Structural movement of wall
WA09 - Peeling of surface protection coating
WA10 - Damage to gabions, loss of fill materia
WA11 - Breakage of acute angles
WA12 - Increased visibility of repairs over time
WA13 - Splash height discolouration
WA14 -  Encroachment of vegetation concealing wall



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

422 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Mechanical damage to top edges of wallsD06-24

Mechanical damage to short 
concrete walls adjacent to 

steps (skate damage)

Mechanical damage to short 
concrete walls adjacent to 

concrete path 
(skate damage)

Mechanical damage to short 
concrete walls adjacent to 

asphalt paving 
(skate damage)

2

1

3

0

0

1

WA01-01

WA01-02

WA01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

423Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

3

4

6

6

5

10

10

10

WA01WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

424 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Mechanical damage to top edges of wallsD06-24

Mechanical damage to short 
concrete walls adjacent to 

concrete slab surface
(skate damage)

10

WA01-04

There are three main design strategies:
1. Skate-friendly design: implement robust skate friendly features e.g.  

paving, edgings and walls with steel edges
2. Skate-deterrent design: install skate protectors e.g. stoppers, pins 

or other obstructions in order to protect edges and surfaces
3. No action: The surface damage is not structural and may be 

acceptable in certain-situations

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

425Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3 8 10

WA01WALLS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

67%

100%

30%

15%

0%

33%

7%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

426 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Animal impacts on wallsD06-24

Animal damage to concrete 
wall by burrowing

10

WA02-01

• Refi ll holes with a compacted gravel-soil mix
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
• Consider fencing off particularly vulnerable areas of the site
• Optimise planning: provide breeding and nesting places for 

animals in cities

1. Construction: reinforce rooting zone of grass by implementing a 
subsurface geotextile mesh

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

427Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 6 10

WA02WALLS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

11%

15%

26%

63%

7%

7%

63%

7%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

428 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth at the base of wallsD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth between concrete 
wall and granite paving

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth between wall and 

concrete paving

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth between concrete 
wall and granite paving

3

1

0

1

0

1

WA03-01

WA03-02

WA03-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

429Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

3

1

6

6

6

10

10

10

WA03WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

430 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth at the baseD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in a granite sett 
surface at the base of a 

concrete wall

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in granite paving at 

the base of a stone wall

7

3

1

2

WA03-04

WA03-05

1. Integrate a maintenance friendly base element at the foot of walls 
to reduce spontaneous growth

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, keep 
surfaces free of spontaneous vegetation, dirt, leaves other debris

• Alternatively, allow spontaneous vegetation to develop:
 - implement a wider planting strip at the base of the wall
 - selective removal of vegetation with damaging root systems
 - maintenance by mowing

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

431Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

14

4

8

7

10

10

WA03WALLS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

52%

100%

30%

0%

11%

30%

15%

22%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

432 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth in walling jointsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Spontaneous growth in 
joints between concrete 

walling elements

Spontaneous vegetation 
causing root wedging 

damage to concrete wall

4

11

1

1

WA04-01

WA04-02

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, keep 
surfaces free of spontaneous vegetation, dirt, leaves other debris

• Implement sealed joints in particularly vulnerable situations
• WA04-01: Install a gravel maintenance strip behind wall to improve 

maintainability

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

433Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

16

8

17

10

10

WA04WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

56%

89%

15%

26%

0%

33%

30%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

434 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Biological weathering and staining of upper surface of wallD06-24

Biological weathering at top 
of concrete wall

Biological weathering at top 
of concrete wall

Biological weathering on top 
surface and upper face of 

concrete cheek walls 

3

5

7

1

1

1

WA05-01

WA05-02

WA05-03

WA05-01

WA05-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

435Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

10

10

14

8

8

8

10

10

10

WA05WALLS

surface detail 

surface detail 

surface detail 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

436 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Biological weathering and staining of upper surface of wallD06-24

Discolouration of sandstone 
walls

81

WA05-04

The top horizontal surfaces of walls are the most vulnerable to 
weathering 
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, keep 

surfaces free of dirt, leaves other debris, especially on the 
horizontal surface at the top of the wall

• Materials:
 - Select more suitable materials and surface structures to   
   enhance surface runoff
 - Consider the use of hydrophobic surface treatments

• Construction:
 1. build walls with a sloping top surface to improve runoff
 2. apply a coping with a drip edge to the top of the wall to shed  
     water away from the wall face

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

437Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

12 15

WA05WALLS

21

10surface detail 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

48%

67%

56%

15%

0%

74%

7%

37%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

438 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration, staining under trees D06-24

Discolouration of concrete 
wall under a lime tree

Discolouration of granite 
wall coping under a lime tree

Discolouration of top 
surfaces of granite wall 

under a lime tree

4

3

3

3

0

1

WA06-03

WA06-01

WA06-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

439Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

6

5

8

8

8

10

10

10

WA06WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

440 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. 
brushing, high pressure cleaning

• Consider the use of hydrophobic surface treatments to reduce 
discolouration

• Construct walls with a sloping top surface to improve runoff
• Increase distance between trees, plantings and paved surfaces
• Select more suitable materials with appropriate surface structures 

and treatments for vulnerable surfaces adjacent to trees with fruits, 
berries or those that produce sap or pitch (resin)

 

Discolouration, staining under trees D06-24

Discolouration of concrete 
edging kerb adjacent to 
dense shrub planting

40

WA06-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

441Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

7 8 10

WA06WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

67%

41%

11%

0%

63%

7%

52%

30%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

442 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Provide increased size of tree pit and volume of soil for tree roots
• Tree species selection: select species that fi t the spacial con-

straints of the planting pit and the site 
• Install root protection measures to nearby trees, e.g.:
 1. root bridges
 2. root barriers
 - implement subbase of neighbouring surfaces with   
     engineered rootable substrates 
• Increase the distance between trees and walls

Structural movement of wall in close proximity to treesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Root heave of short walls 
adjacent to trees 

Structural movement of 
short walls adjacent to a tree 

3

2

0

0

WA07-01

WA07-02

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

443Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2

4

6

5

10

10

WA07WALLS

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

78%

30%

15%

33%

0%

48%

56%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

444 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of wall D06-24

Structural movement of 
concrete wall

Structural movement of 
short concrete walls

Structural movement 
of short concrete walls 

adjacent to a parking lot

1

3

3

0

0

1

WA08-01

WA08-02

WA08-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

445Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2

5

R

5

6

13

10

10

10

WA08WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

446 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of wall D06-24

31

• Construction:
 - Link elements with each other to prevent structural movement  
   or tilting 
 - Enlarge strip foundation to avoid individual structural 
   movement of individual elements
 - Install root protection measures around trees to reduce root  
   pressure e.g. root bridges, barriers
• WA08-03: Provide allowance in the design for the specifi ed 

maximal vehicle overhang and turning circle

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

447Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

WA08WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

89%

59%

0%

30%

37%

19%

22%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

448 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Peeling of surface protection coatingD06-24

Peeling of surface coating 
from a short concrete wall 

Peeling of paint from the 
surface of a short concrete 

wall 

Peeling of surface coating 
from concrete walls 

2

2

1

0

0

0

WA09-01

WA09-02

WA09-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

449Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

5

7

8

7

8

10

10

10

Surface

Surface

WA09WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

450 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Peeling of surface protection coatingD06-24

31

• Maintenance: clean surfaces and reapply surface treatment 
regularly 

• Use a more appropriate and durable surface treatment for the 
specifi c material to be treated

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

451Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

WA09WALLS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

44%

19%

70%

26%

0%

22%

56%

7%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

452 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Maintenance: replace or top up fi ll materials at regular intervals
• Avoid leakage of the fi ll material through the wire mesh by 

selecting fi ll materials that are signifi cantly larger than the mesh 
dimensions of the gabion, e.g. large stones

• Avoid using fi ne materials that can be washed out by weathering, 
or be pulled out by humans and other animals

1. Construction: Fill materials tightly into the gabion baskets, pay 
special attention to the selection of corner and edge stones, ensure 
suffi cient compaction of fi ll materials

Damage to gabions, loss of fi ll materialD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Loss of fi ll material in gabion 
baskets

Loss of fi ll material in 
gabion baskets leading to 

deformation

3

3

1

1

WA10-01

WA10-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

453Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

5

4

8

8

7

11

WA10WALLS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

44%

0%

48%

19%

37%

22%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

454 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Maintenance: repair or replace damaged corners

1. Design and detailing: Avoid sharply pointed angles of landscape 
elements, implement chamfered or rounded corners

Breakage of acute anglesD06-24

 Breakage of sharply pointed 
corners of raised concrete 

edging kerbs

10

WA11-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

455Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2 8 5

WA11WALLS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

70%

15%

33%

4%

7%

56%

37%

33%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

456 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Increased visibility of repairs over timeD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Visible repair of exposed 
broken edges on a sand-

stone wall

Visible repair and repeated 
breakage of exposed edges 

on a natural stone wall

R

0

1

1

WA12-01

WA12-02

Due to the different patination of materials, repairs that are barely 
visible at the time of completion often become increasingly visible over 
time
• Maintenance: 
 - apply chamfer or rounded corners to existing straight edges
 - implement steel edge protectors on soft stone elements in   
   particularly vulnerable areas
 - or replace blocks with particularly damaged 
• Construction supervision: reject elements with particularly 

damaged edges or corners

1. Design and detailing: Avoid sharply pointed edges and corners, 
implement chamfered or rounded corners

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

457Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

8

1

12

8

15

10

WA12WALLS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

48%

33%

70%

4%

11%

41%

15%

70%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

458 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Splash height discolourationD06-24

Discolouration and 
sedimentation due to 

splashback in the near-
ground zone

10

WA13-01

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. 
brushing, high pressure cleaning

• Consider the use of hydrophobic surface treatments

1. Install a splash reduction gravel strip along the base of the wall

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

459Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

WA13WALLS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

56%

15%

0%

63%

4%

41%

41%

63%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

460 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Encroachment of vegetation concealing wallD06-24

Encroachment of vegetation 
from surrounding planting 

area

2R

WA14-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, cut back 
encroaching vegetation regularly

• Planting: avoid the use of plants with a lateral spreading or 
creeping growth habit that spread from suckers, rhizomes or 
stolons adjacent to built elements 

1. Install a gravel maintenance strip between the wall and vegetation 
in order to increase maintainability



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

461Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 7 10

WA14WALLS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

41%

100%

11%

0%

26%

26%

37%

19%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



462



463
Year 06

VEGETATION AND PLANTING 
DETAILS

VE



464

VE03

VE05

VE04

VE02 VE07

VE06
VE10

VE09
VE13

VE08

Overview of case studies



465

VE11

VE01

VEVEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

Case study list:

VE01 - Erosion of lawn at transition zone between lawn and  
 paving
VE02 -  Erosion of grass surface next to paving - desire paths  
 and short cuts
VE03 - Erosion of grass surface next to paving - parallel to  
 paths
VE04 - Erosion of grass surface next to paving - adjoining  
 paths
VE05 - Erosion of grass surface next to paving - at corners
VE06 - Erosion of embankments
VE07 - Sedimentation and spontaneous growth on surface at  
 base of slope
VE08 -  Erosion of embankment adjacent to steps
VE09 - Stem damage to trees in paved surfaces
VE10 - Animal impacts on embankments
VE11 - Stem damage to trees - use appropriation
VE12 - Spontaneous growth adjacent to plantings
VE13 - Spontaneous growth in unbound surfaces below trees
VE14 - Structural movement of paved surfaces below trees
VE15 -  Discolouration, staining of paving below trees

VE12

VE14
VE15



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

466 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of lawn at transition zone between lawn and pav-
ingD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Erosion of lawn surface at 
the transition zone to a steel 

path

Erosion of self-binding 
aggregate path at the 
transition to an in-situ 

concrete surface resulting in 
a trip hazard

2

4

0

0

VE01-01

VE01-02

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. renew 
and refi ll eroded material especially after periods of heavy rain 

• Avoid using unbound surfaces in areas of intensive use
• Unbound surfaces are especially susceptible to intensive bicycle 

use in wet weather.
• VE01-02: Increase path width and implement a wider edging kerb 

to reduce erosion

1. Use a semi-paved strip as a transition zone between bound and 
unbound surfaces

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

467Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

5

5

6

6

10

VE01VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

70%

59%

41%

30%

0%

63%

52%

30%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

468 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of grass surface next to paving - desire paths and 
short cutsD06-24

Erosion of grass surface due 
to desire path as a short cut 

to a main entrance

Erosion of grass surface due 
to desire path as a short cut 

to a main entrance

Erosion of grass surface 
due to diagonal desire path 

as a short cut to a new 
development

3

3

3

1

1

1

VE02-01

VE02-02

VE02-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

469Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

4

1

12

8

8

10

8

2

VE02VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

470 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

D06-24

31

Erosion of grass surface next to paving - desire paths and 
short cuts

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. renew 
and refi ll eroded material especially after periods of heavy rain 

• Avoid using unbound surfaces in areas of intensive use
• Planning: 
 - observe use and the main directions of movement on site,   
   adjust the path layout of path systems accordingly
 - round out or chamfer corners at 90° angles to reduce erosion

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

471Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

VE02VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

89%

37%

15%

19%

0%

56%

96%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

472 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of grass surface next to paving - parallel to pathsD06-24

Surface erosion due to 
desire path parallel to an 

intensively frequented main 
pathway

Surface erosion due to 
desire path parallel to the 

main pathway

Surface erosion due to 
desire path parallel to an 

intensively used main 
pathway

R

3

6

1

0

1

VE03-01

VE03-02

VE03-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

473Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

2

8

9

3

10

10

10

10

VE03VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

474 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of grass surface next to paving - parallel to pathsD06-24

Surface erosion due to 
desire path parallel to a main 

pathway

R1

VE03-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Optimise the planning of access and circulation:
 - optimise path layout according to the main desire paths
 - install jogger paths on unbound surfaces
 - increase path width according to the frequency of use
• Use topography, plantings or built elements to prevent erosion
• Material selection: provide paths in bound and unbound material 

materials for walking, running and so on



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

475Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

2 5 10

VE03VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

63%

33%

30%

19%

0%

56%

11%

89%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

476 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of grass surface next to paving - adjoining pathsD06-24

Erosion of grass surface 
adjoining path leading to a 

trip hazard

21

VE04-01

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. refi ll and 
rework self-binding aggregate surfaces

• Planning: optimise path width according to the frequency of use
• Implement a wider edging kerb between unbound surfaces to 

reduce erosion

1. Use a semi-paved strip as a transition zone between unbound 
surface and vegetation to reduce erosion

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

477Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3 4 6

VE04VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

81%

67%

44%

37%

0%

48%

26%

74%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

478 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of grass surface next to paving - at cornersD06-24

Erosion of grass area at a 
bend in an asphalt path due 

to desire path / shortcut

Erosion of grass area at 
path intersection, resulting 

rounding due to desire path / 
shortcut

Erosion of grass area at path 
intersection due to desire 

path / shortcut

3

3

2

1

1

1

VE05-01

VE05-02

VE05-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

479Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

4

4

5

7

8

10

10

10

VE05VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

480 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Forecast short cuts in the design phase, optimise planning of 
access and circulation accordingly

• Optimise path layout according to the developing desire paths 
• Use topography, plantings or built elements to prevent shortcuts
• Choice of plants: use tread resistant plants in affected areas
• Round out or chamfer corners at 90° angles to reduce erosion

1. Design intersections that allow for corner cutting, implement 
generously dimensioned semi-paved surfaces at the junctions of 
paths

Erosion of grass surface next to paving - at cornersD06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

481Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

VE05VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

89%

41%

15%

0%

56%

11%

85%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

482 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of embankmentsD06-24

Erosion of grassed landform 
between areas of self-bind-

ing gravel

32

Erosion of embankment, 
corners are used as an 

informal path

Embankment erosion

4

3

R

1

VE06-01

VE06-02

VE06-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

483Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 4 5

VE06VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

7

7

10

8

11

11

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

484 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

D06-24

Erosion and landslides on a 
steep embankment

Erosion of embankment 
along a desire path to 

playground

Erosion of embankment 
along a desire path to 

seating area

4

1

2

2

0

1

Erosion of embankments

VE06-04

VE06-05

VE06-06

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

485Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

5

4

5

4

7

10

5

10

VE06VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

486 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

D06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Erosion of embankments

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, e.g. refi ll and 
rework surfaces regularly

• Optimise planning of access and circulation: forecast short cuts in 
the design phase, provide adequate paths and steps

• Optimise slope of the embankment according to the soil type, 
construction method and intensity of use

• Implement a lowered horizontal surface at the base of 
embankments in order to collect eroded sediments 

1. Bioengineering: use slope stabilizing plants such as white clover, 
ivy, epimedium, Lonicera pileata, reinforce root systems with a 
geotextile mesh

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

487Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VE06VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

2 Corners and 
edges need to be 
especially reinforced

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

81%

33%

15%

0%

56%

26%

78%

19%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

488 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Sedimentation and spontaneous growth on surface at base 
of slopeD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Embankment erosion 
gathering on self-binding 

gravel at foot of slope thus 
supporting plant growth

Sediments from the erosion 
of an embankment spread 

on an asphalt ramp

1

1

1

1

VE07-01

VE07-02

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
• Optimise planning in the transition zone between embankment and 

path:
• Increase distance between base of the embankment and the 

paved surface
1. Implement a lowered horizontal surface at the base of 

embankments in order to collect sediments from embankment 
erosion. This can also be implemented as a swale-trench systems 
to allow for the infi ltration of rainwater

• VE07-02: Avoid using narrow edgings between vegetation areas 
and unbound surfaces

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

489Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

4

2

6

3

10

7

VE07

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

81%

11%

0%

44%

33%

7%

19%

44%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

490 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of embankment adjacent to stepsD06-24

Embankment erosion next 
to steps due to a desire path 

leading to a playground

Embankment erosion next 
to narrow steps as a park 

entrance

Embankment erosion next 
to steps bordered with steel 

stringers

3

2

6

1

1

1

VE08-01

VE08-02

VE08-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

491Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

1

3

10

8

4

12

10

7

13

4
Optimisation  

VE08

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

492 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Erosion of embankment adjacent to stepsD06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
• Optimise planning:
 - optimise the width of steps according to the frequency and   
   intensity of use
 - reduce the gradient of the embankment in order to reduce   
   erosion and increase maintainability
 1. Where necessary, install paved strips adjacent to steps as  
     bicycle ramps



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

493Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

4 8 10

VE08

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

96%

56%

26%

0%

67%

30%

85%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

494 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Stem damage to trees in paved surfacesD06-24

Mechanical damage to 
trunk lime tree in permeable 

rubber surface

32

VE09-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, pay special 
attention to avoid stem damage

• Optimise planning: apply permanent protection measures around 
the base of the tree e.g. protective steel barrier

1. Alternatively, implement an unbound surface or vegetation   
beneath trees 



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

495Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

4 5 10

VE09

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

85%

67%

30%

19%

0%

11%

22%

11%



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

496 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Animal impacts on embankmentsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Damage to embankment by 
the burrowing of voles

Damage to embankment by 
the burrowing of voles

2

6

1

1

VE10-01

VE10-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

• Refi ll holes with a compacted gravel-soil mix
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
• Consider fencing off particularly vulnerable areas of the site
• Optimise planning: provide breeding and nesting places for 

animals in cities

1. Construction: reinforce rooting zone of the embankment vegetation 
by implementing a subsurface geotextile mesh



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

497Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

4

6

4

5

10

10

VE10

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

11%

7%

63%

44%

22%

11%

22%

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

498 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Stem damage to trees - use appropriationD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Mechanical damage to tree 
used as a bicycle stand

Mechanical damage to tree 
and tree guard used as a 

bicycle stand

5

1

2

0

VE11-01

VE11-02

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, pay special 
attention to surfaces surrounding trees 

• Provide more bike stands nearby in order to reduce damage

1. Apply permanent protection measures around the base of the trees 
that can be used as bicycle stands e.g. protective steel barrier

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

499Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

5

2

6

4

10

4

VE11

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

78%

15%

0%

74%

4%

85%

19%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

500 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth adjacent to plantings D06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
islands on self-binding ag-
gregate path in undisturbed 

areas next to a hedge

Spontaneous vegetation on 
self-binding aggregate path 
in undisturbed areas next to 

a hedge

Spontaneous vegetation on 
paved path on the shaded 

side of a hedge  

2

2

R

1

1

1

VE12-01

VE12-02

VE12-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

501Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

3

2

10

5

8

8

6

10

10

VE12

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

502 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth adjacent to plantings D06-24

Biological growth on 
concrete steps adjacent to 

shrub planting 

64

VE12-04

• Design: increase distance between built landscape elements and 
hedges

• Select more suitable materials, surface structures and treatments 
adjacent to dense plantings in order to increase maintainability

• Consider the use of hydrophobic surface treatments
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance 
 - clean surfaces e.g. brushing, high pressure cleaning
 - cut back vegetation 
1. Install maintenance strip between paths, steps and hedges e.g. 

gravel strip

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

503Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

Surface detail

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

7 8 10

VE12

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

56%

85%

7%

0%

44%

37%

30%

22%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

504 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth in unbound surfaces below treesD06-24

Spontaneous growth 
in undisturbed areas 

below tree in self-binding 
aggregate surface

Spontaneous growth 
in undisturbed areas 

below tree in self-binding 
aggregate surface

Spontaneous growth in 
undisturbed areas below 
fruit tree in self-binding 

aggregate surface

1

4

R

0

1

1

VE13-01

VE13-02

VE13-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

505Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

3

7

10

3

12

8

10

10

10

VE13

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

506 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth in unbound surfaces below treesD06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance especially in 
areas of minimal use

• Planning: ensure appropriate maintenance budget when 
implementing unbound surfaces

• Plant selection: only use fruiting trees if suffi cient maintenance is 
available

1. Design: implement island-like planting areas with tread resistant 
species below trees in self-binding aggregate surfaces

 - mix soil with self-binding aggregate in areas around trees
 - allow spontaneous vegetation to develop
 - maintenance: selective removal of vegetation with damaging  
   root systems
 - the treading of users regulate the dimensions of the    
   vegetation area 



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

507Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

4 8 10

VE13

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

44%

89%

26%

15%

0%

41%

37%

52%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

508 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of paved surfaces below treesD06-24

Root growth of spontaneous 
vegetation leading to root 
heave of granite paving

Root growth of trees leading 
to root heave of granite 

paving slabs

Root growth of tree leading 
to root heave of concrete 

paving

5

2

4

1

0

1

VE14-01

VE14-02

VE14-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

509Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

7

3

5

10

4

8

12

10

9

VE14

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

510 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Structural movement of paved surfaces below treesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Root heave of in-situ 
concrete surfaces by 

adjacent plantings and trees

Root heave of in-situ 
concrete surfaces by trees 

leading to cracks

6

3

1

0

VE14-04

VE14-05

1

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

• Tree pits should be dimensioned generously, consider plant growth 
until maturity during planning

• Increase distance between planting area and paved surface

1. Construction: Install root protection measures, e.g. root bridges or 
barriers. 

2. Alternatively build subbase of surface using engineered rootable 
substrates



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

511Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

6

1

8

3

10

10

VE14

2

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

59%

41%

22%

19%

0%

74%

4%

59%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

512 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration, staining of paving below treesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Discolouration of light 
coloured concrete paving  

under a lime tree

Discolouration of granite 
paving  under a lime tree

6

3

3

R

VE15-01

VE15-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

• Tree pits should be dimensioned generously, consider plant 
growth until maturity during planning

• Increase maintenance intervals, e.g. cleaning with high pressure 
cleaner



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

513Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

VEGETATION AND PLANTING DETAILS

7

5

8

12

10

10

VE15

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

48%

56%

41%

15%

0%

67%

63%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



514



515
Year 3

BUILDING FACADES AND 
STRUCTURES

BU



516

BU01

BU02

Overview of case studies



517

BUBUILDING FACADES AND STRUCTURES 

Case study list:

BU01 - Spontaneous growth in joints between paving and  
 facade
BU02 -  Damage to facade drainage channel at doorway
BU03 - Spontaneous growth in facade drainage channel



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

518 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance, remove 
sediments and spontaneous vegetation from joints

• Alternatively, allow spontaneous vegetation to develop:
 - remove vegetation with damaging root systems
 - maintenance by mowing

1. Implement sealed joint (with a permanently elastic joint sealant) 
between paving and the facade in order to prevent spontaneous 
growth

Spontaneous growth in joints between paving and facadeD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in joint between 
horizontal surface and 

vertical facade

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth in joint between 
horizontal surface and 

vertical facade

3

3

1

1

BU01-01

BU01-02

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

519Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

3

4

5

6

10

10

BU01BUILDING FACADES AND STRUCTURES 

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

44%

100%

26%

0%

41%

7%

48%

26%

48%

100%100%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

520 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Implement a more stable drainage channel for higher loading 
capacity at door openings 

• Construction: implement a single or double row of paving stones 
next to linear drains in order to increase stability, optimise 
foundations and compaction. Increase the material strength of the 
channel cover

• Repair and replace damaged channels regularly

Damage to facade drainage channel at doorwayD06-24

Damage to facade drainage 
channel at the door opening

3R

BU02-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

521Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

0 1 2

BU02BUILDING FACADES AND STRUCTURES 

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

93%

63%

0%

59%

44%

41%

7%

41%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



522



523
Year 8

IRRIGATION SYSTEMS

IR



524

IR01

IR02

Overview of case studies



525

IRIRREGATION SYSTEMS

Case study list:

IR01 - Discolouration of vertical surfaces
IR02 - Discolouration of horizontal surfaces



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

526 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration and staining of vertical surfacesD06-24

Staining and uneven rusting 
of weathering steel wall due 

to irrigation system

Staining of concrete wall 
due to irrigation system

Staining of brick wall due to 
irrigation system

2

3

3

0

1

1

IR01-01

IR01-02

IR01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

527Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4

6

8

6

8

8

10

10

10

IR01IRREGATION SYSTEMS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

528 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration and staining of vertical surfacesD06-24

31

• Remove stains through regular maintenance 
• Adjust the settings and/or location of the irrigation system 

sprinklers or spray nozzles. Consider the specifi c wind direction 
and the location of nearby structures and plants

• Check the quality of the irrigation water, rust staining is often 
caused by water with a high iron content which, when exposed to 
air, oxidises and rusts

• Vertical structures within the irrigated area: 
 - select more suitable materials, surface structures and   
   treatments adjacent to irrigation systems due to    
   increased levels of moisture e.g. consider the use of    
  hydrophobic surface treatments
 - Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance e.g.   
   brushing, high pressure cleaning

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

529Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

4 8 10

IR01IRREGATION SYSTEMS

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

81%

85%

22%

0%

7%

37%

48%

37%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

530 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Discolouration and staining of horizontal surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Staining of in-situ concrete 
paving due to irrigation sys-

tem

4

3

2

0

IR02-01

IR02-02

IR01-03

Staining of in-situ concrete 
paving due to irrigation 

system

• Remove stains through regular maintenance 
• Adjust the settings and/or location of the irrigation system 

sprinklers or spray nozzles. Consider the specifi c wind direction 
and the location of nearby structures and plants

• Check the quality of the irrigation water, rust staining is often 
caused by irrigation water with a high iron content which, when 
exposed to air, oxidises and rusts

• Horizontal structures within the irrigated area are especially prone 
to staining: 

 - select more suitable materials, surface structures and   
   treatments adjacent to irrigation systems due to    
   increased levels of moisture e.g. consider the use of    
  hydrophobic surface treatments
 - increase the surface drainage gradient
 - increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance e.g.   
   brushing, high pressure cleaning

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

531Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

IRREGATION SYSTEMS

5

6

8

8

10

10

IR02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

74%

30%

11%

41%

4%

37%

41%

74%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



532



533
Year 5

WOOD

MW



534



535

Case study list:

MW01 - Greying, discolouration of wood
MW02 - Surface damage and graffi ti 
MW03 - Cracking, splitting around fi xings

MWMATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

536 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Greying, discolouration of woodD06-24

Greying of wooden walls

10

MW01-01

MW01-03

Greying and biological 
growth on surface of 

wooden bench under dense 
tree cover

10

Greying, weathering of 
wooden bench with brass 

elements

10

MW01-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

537Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MW01MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD

2 3 10

6 8 10

4 8 10

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

538 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Greying, discolouration of woodD06-24

Greying of wooden path

Greying of wooden steps 
and seating

1

1

0

0

MW01-04

MW01-05

Weathering and wear of 
surfaces of a wooden bench

10

MW01-06

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

539Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD

2

2

3

3

10

10

MW01

4 6 10

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

540 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Greying, discolouration of woodD06-24

Weathering and wear of 
surfaces of a wooden bench

10

MW01-07

Greying of wood seating 
with surface protection 

coating

10

MW01-08

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

541Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD

3 8 10

MW01

3 8 10

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

542 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Greying, discolouration of woodD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Greying is not a sign of deterioration but a natural process caused 
mainly by ultraviolet light 
• Reduce the greying of wood by applying a surface treatment with 

ultraviolet protection e.g. exterior wood oil with UV protection.
Treatments with wood stain can also be used to enhance surface 
colour.

• Reapply surface treatment regularly
• Material selection: use more durable hardwoods
• Implement regular maintenance, e.g. cleaning, brushing

• Accept this natural patination process which is largely not 
detrimental to the wood itself

Greying of wooden walls. 
Comparison of new wood 
and weathered wood after 

1 year

0/10/1

Comparison ComparisonMW01-10

Greying of wooden deck.
Comparison of replaced new 
wood and weathered wood 

after 13 years

0/130/13

MW01-09 Comparison Comparison

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

543Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD MW01

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

19%

48%

70%

0%

67%

4%

33%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting

4 8 10

4 8 10

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

544 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface damage and graffi ti D06-24

Graffi ti and burn marks on 
surface of wooden bench

Graffi ti and physical damage 
on a painted wooden bench

Graffi ti and burn marks on 
surface of painted wooden 

bench

4

3

3

2

0

1

MW02-01

MW02-02

MW02-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

545Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD

5

2

4

8

6

6

10

10

10

MW02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

546 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface damage and graffi ti D06-24

31

• Maintenance strategy: According to the Broken Windows Theory 
wilful  damage needs to be removed regularly in order to reduce 
further occurrences in the future (Kelling  and  Wilson:1982). 
Offenders are discouraged from action if they perceive the space 
as being controlled by its users and residents (Newman, 1972) 

• Construction: enhance maintainability by ensuring accessibility and 
easy interchangeability of slats 

• Implement regular maintenance, e.g. sanding of surfaces, regular 
renewal of surface treatment

• Graffi ti protection treatments: apply coatings that prevent 
underlying surfaces from permanent staining and ease graffi ti 
removal

• Increase social control: integrate users and residents into the site 
management through continual public participation. The needs 
of actual user groups can be incorporated into the further project 
development

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

547Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD

4 8 10

MW02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

19%

56%

0%

7%

41%

19%

19%
59%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

548 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Cracking, splitting around fi xingsD06-24

Cracking and splitting of 
wood surrounding screw 

fi xings 

30

MW03-01

Fine cracks and splits in wood during construction works often 
become more severe over time resulting in breakages and safety 
issues (splinters)
• Implement regular maintenance and repair:
 - replace damaged or dysfunctional boards
 - inspect boards once/twice a year for damage such as splitting  
   and warping, check for loose fi xings
• Construction: enhance maintainability by ensuring accessibility and 

easy interchangeability of boards 

• Optimise the construction to reduce splitting and cracking:
 - consider the exact location of screws, increase the distance  
   from the edge of boards
 - predrill holes for screws
 - prevent overtightening of screws
• Reduce the climatic impact on the wood by applying a surface 

treatment e.g. hydrophobic coating with UV protection, reapply 
surface treatment regularly

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

549Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: WOOD

1 5 10

MW03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

63%

33%

59%

0%

19%

4%

44%

7%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



550



551
Year 8

CONCRETE

MC01



552



553

Case study list:

MC01 - Irregularities of in-situ concrete surfaces
MC02 - Discolouration, staining of concrete surfaces
MC03 - Surface irregularities on prefabricated concrete 
elements
MC04 - Cracking, crazing of concrete surfaces
MC05 - Rust spots on concrete surfaces

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE MC01



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

554 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Irregularities of in-situ concrete surfacesD06-24

Human footprints in in-situ 
concrete

60

MC01-01

• Optimise the supervision of the construction process
• Use barriers to protect surfaces until the concrete has set
• Check the quality of implementation after completion, renew 

surface if seen to be defi cient

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

555Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

4 8 10

MC01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

19%

11%

0%

15%

56%

41%

15%

56%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

556 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Clean the concrete surfaces e.g. sandblasting, high-pressure 
cleaner

• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
• Select more suitable surface structures to conceal discolouration  

e.g. vertically structured surfaces
• Construction: apply a protective surface treatment e.g.  

hydrophobic impregnation, reapply surface treatment regularly
• MC02-02: Consider the deconstruction of unused steps, replace 

e.g. with plantings

Discolouration, staining of concrete surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Discolouration of mainly 
vertical surfaces of concrete 

bollards

Discolouration of concrete 
steps 

8

R

1

1

MC02-01

MC02-02

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

557Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

4

12

8

8

10

10

MC02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

44%

70%

0%

67%

7%

37%

30%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

558 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface irregularities on prefabricated concrete elementsD06-24

Surface irregularities 
on vertical surface of 

prefabricated concrete steps

Surface irregularities 
on vertical surface of 

prefabricated concrete steps

Surface irregularities on 
prefabricated concrete steps

5

7

3

1

1

1

MC03-01

MC03-02

MC03-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

559Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

7

4

6

8

8

8

10

10

10

MC03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

560 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

These residues mainly result from the production process, storage and 
transportation (e.g. oil residues), many become increasingly visible 
over time
• Replace defective elements 
• Construction supervision:
 - ensure quality control before construction, reject elements   
   with excessive surface irregularities
 - consider the long term development of surface stains
 - some stains may be removable with specialist agents

• Tender documents: ensure that quality standards for surfaces are 
adequately described in the specifi cation

Surface irregularities on prefabricated concrete elementsD06-24

Surface irregularities on 
prefabricated concrete wall

21

MC03-04

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

561Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

3 8 10

MC03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

30%

11%

63%

0%

7%

15%

44%

30%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

562 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Cracking, crazing of concrete surfacesD06-24

Crazing of prefabricated 
concrete steps becoming 

more visible over time

Crazing of prefabricated 
concrete steps becoming 

more visible over time

1

R

1

1

MC04-01

MC04-02

Crazing and cracking of 
prefabricated concrete walls 

becoming increasingly 
pronounced over time

21

MC04-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

563Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

6

4

8

12

10

10

Surface

Surface

MC04

4 5 10Surface

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

564 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Cracking, crazing of concrete surfacesD06-24

Crazing and cracking of 
prefabricated concrete walls 

becoming increasingly 
pronounced over time

Crazing, cracking and air 
voids in prefabricated 

concrete walls becoming 
increasingly pronounced  

over time

2

1

0

0

MC04-04

MC04-05

Cracking and crazing of concrete surfaces mainly result from the 
production process (e.g. shrinkage) and are initially visible as hairline 
cracks. These cracks may become larger and deep over time, 
especially in particularly exposed locations
• Maintenance:
 - replace elements with excessive surface irregularities 
 - check warranty/liability issues
• Construction: ensure suffi cient reinforcement and concrete 

covering

• Tender documents: ensure that quality standards for structures and 
surface qualities are adequately described in the specifi cation

• Construction supervision:
 - ensure quality control of prefabricated elements before   
   construction 
 - replace defective elements  
 - consider the long term development of surface stains

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

565Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

3

5

5

6

6

10

Surface

Surface

MC04

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

37%

4%

67%

0%

33%

15%

78%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

566 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Rust spots on concrete surfacesD06-24

Rust spots on short 
concrete wall

Rust spots on concrete wall

Rust spots on in-situ 
concrete paving

4

3

4

R

R

0

MC05-01

MC05-02

MC05-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

567Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

5

2

5

8

8

8

10

10

10

MC05

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

568 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Rust spots on concrete surfacesD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Rust spots on in-situ 
concrete paving

Rust spots on in-situ 
concrete paving

3

2

1

0

MC05-04

MC05-05

Rust spots on in-situ concrete mainly result from the insuffi cient 
coverage of reinforcement steel during the production process. 
Surface cracks, mechanical surface damage or frost wedging may 
lead to the exposure of the reinforcement which then oxidises. This 
forms rust stains on the surface of the concrete that become more 
severe over time due to continued weathering
• Maintenance: repair or replace damaged surfaces
• Tender documents: ensure that quality standards for surface 

qualities are adequately described in the specifi cation

• Construction: use rustproof reinforcement
• Construction supervision:
 - ensure suffi cient coverage of concrete reinforcement
 - replace defective elements  
• Alternatively, implement prefabricated concrete elements

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

569Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: CONCRETE

5

3

8

8

10

10

MC05

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

11%

70%

0%

41%

4%

26%

70%

4%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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571
Year 05

METAL

MM



572



573

Case study list:

MM01 - Surface discolouration of galvanised steel
MM02 - Increased visibility of surface repairs over time
MM03 - Scratching or etching of steel surfaces

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: METAL MM01



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

574 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface discolouration of galvanised steelD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Dicolouration of galvanised 
steel fence

Dicolouration of galvanised 
steel railing

2

7

0

1

MM01-01

MC01-02

These surface irregularities may result from the production process, 
storage, or transportation, mainly due to contact with oil residues or 
rust. The discolouration often becomes more prominent over time.
• Avoid contact between steel elements and rust (e.g. swarf from 

metal grinding) during production, storage, transportation and 
construction

• Maintenance, repair or replace affected elements: 
 - repair by removing coating, sandblasting and re-galvanizing  
   the individual parts
 - replace the fence panels

• Construction: increase the quality and thickness of the galvanise 
coating

• Tender documents: ensure that quality standards for surface 
qualities are adequately described in the specifi cation

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

575Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: METAL

6

12

8

13

10

10

MM01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

22%

15%

89%

0%

56%

4%

52%

11%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

576 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Increased visibility of surface repairs over timeD06-24

Increasing visibility of 
surface coating repairs to 

galvanised steel railing

10

MM02-01

These surface repairs mainly result from the construction process. 
During construction, galvanised elements that are damaged or need 
reworking (e.g. welding of joints) are often retreated on-site with a zinc 
paint. These surface repairs often become more prominent over time.
• Post-galvanizing repair paints are not as durable and weather 

differently to galvanised steel 
• Construction: 
 - material connections need to be made before galvanising
 - ensure a consistent application of the galvanised coating 
• Maintenance: 

•  - repair or replace affected elements
 - repair by removing coating, sandblasting and re-galvanizing  
   the railing
 - replace fence panels
• Tender documents: ensure that quality standards for surface 

qualities are adequately described in the specifi cation
• Alternatively, use stainless steel which can be reworked on site 

without weakening material or changing its aesthetic properties

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

577Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: METAL

8 8 10

MM02

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

33%

19%

67%

0%

22%

7%

70%

7%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

578 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Scratching or etching of steel surfacesD06-24

Scratching and etching of 
weathering steel walls

20

MM03-01

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Maintenance strategy: According to the Broken Windows Theory  
damage needs to be removed regularly in order to reduce further 
occurrences in the future (Kelling  and  Wilson:1982). Offenders 
are discouraged from action if they perceive the space as being 
controlled by its users and residents (Newman, 1972) 

• Apply structure to the surface during the production process in 
order to reduce the visibility of scratching

• Consider the implementation of a protective surface treatment
• Increase the frequency and intensity of maintenance
 - adjust the frequency of maintenance to the user risk 

 - implement non-damaging specialist cleaning operations
 - renew panels if required
• Increase social control: integrate users and residents into the site 

management through continual public participation. The needs 
of actual user groups can be incorporated into the further project 
development



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

579Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: METAL

5 6 10

MM03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

7%

41%

0%

78%

33%

7%

4%

4%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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581
Year 2

NATURAL STONE

MS



582



583

MS
Case study list:

MU01 - Weathering of stone surfaces

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: NATURAL STONE



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

584 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Weathering of stone surfacesD06-24

Weathering of limestone 
steps in areas of minimal 

use

Weathering of a seldom 
used limestone bench

Weathering of limestone 
steps in an area of minimal 

use

4

4

4

1

R

R

MS01-01

MS01-02

MS01-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

585Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: NATURAL STONE

6

7

6

11

10

13

10

10

10

MS01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

586 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

• Maintenance: clean the surfaces regularly e.g. brushing, high-
pressure cleaning

• Apply a protective surface treatment to increase resistance to 
dirtying and rainwater penetration. Reapply surface treatment 
regularly

• Maintainability: select a more durable material and surface 
structure in areas of minimal use in order to reduce maintenance

• Alternatively, allow patina to develop. Implement maintenance 
measures to preserve or enhance patina and avoid deterioration

Weathering of stone surfacesD06-24

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

587Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL SPECIFIC WEAK POINTS: NATURAL STONE

4 8 10

MS01

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

15%

70%

0%

67%

4%

11%

37%

15%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting
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589
Year 14

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC 
WEAK POINTS

MU



590



591

MU
Case study list:

MU01 - Physical and surface damage to street furnish-
ings
MU02 - Surface graffi ti
MU03 - Surface Stickers
MU04 - Spontaneous growth at the base of street fur-
nishings

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

592 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Physical and surface damage to street furnishingsD06-24

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Physical, graffi ti and fi re 
damage to a waste container 

as well as graffi ti and 
surface stickers

30

MU01-01

MU01-02

• Maintenance strategy: According to the Broken Windows Theory 
damage needs to be removed regularly in order to reduce further 
occurrences in the future (Kelling  and  Wilson:1982). Offenders 
are discouraged from action if they perceive the space as being 
controlled by its users and residents (Newman, 1972)

• Increase social control: integrate users and residents into the site 
management through continual public participation

• Increase maintenance and repair interval, replace damaged   
elements

• Implement protective coatings and/or fi reproof materials

• MU01-01: 
 - Enhance maintainability by ensuring the accessibility and easy  
   interchangeability of slats
• MU01-02: 
 - Integrate cigarette receptacles in waste containers to   
     reduce vulnerability to fi re damage
 - Location of waste containers: locate in corners and at   
   the edges of surfaces, avoid locations exposed to human or  
   vehicular traffi c

Graffi ti and burn marks on 
surface of painted wooden 

bench

31

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

593Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS

6 8 10

MU01

4 6 10

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

15%

48%

0%

78%

26%

7%

4%

4%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



594

Surface graffi tiD06-24

Multiple examples of graffi ti 
throughout berlin on various 

materials and surfaces 
including signs, railings, 

walls, benches, paths, 
gabions and hedges 3

5

11

1

5

14

MU02-01



595

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS

3

3

15

3

6

15

5

6

U

MU02



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

596 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface graffi tiD06-24

Graffi ti on the inside of a 
painted brick park wall

Graffi ti on the outside of a  
brick wall bordering a park

2

2

0

1

MU02-02

MU02-03

• Maintenance strategy: According to the Broken Windows Theory 
graffi titi needs to be removed regularly in order to reduce further 
occurrences in the future (Kelling  and  Wilson:1982). Offenders 
are discouraged from action if they perceive the space as being 
controlled by its users and residents (Newman, 1972)

• Enhance maintainability: apply graffi ti protection treatments that 
prevent underlying surfaces from permanent staining and ease 
graffi ti removal. Renew surface treatment regularly

• Design: consider graffi ti protection by design, for example by 
planting thorny plants along graffi ti endangered walls

• Increase maintenance and repair interval:
 - regularly rework the damaged surfaces
 - renew surface treatments
 - paint over affected surfaces, 
 - replace irrepairable elements
• Increase social control: integrate users and residents into the site 

management through continual public participation. The needs 
of actual user groups can be incorporated into the further project 
development

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

597Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS

4

5

8

8

10

10

MU02

Cause analysis
Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

19%

33%

0%

67%

30%

0%

0%

0%

Impact weighting

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

598 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface stickersD06-24

Surface stickers on steel 
railing

Surface stickers on steel 
lamp post

Surface stickers on steel 
lamp post beside path

2

3

5

1

0

3

MU03-01

MU03-02

MU03-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

599Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS

6

4

4

8

8

8

10

10

10

MU03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

600 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Surface stickersD06-24

Surface stickers and graffi ti 
on steel lamp post

76

MU03-04

Surface stickers (sticker bombing, street adhesive, sticker tagging) are 
a form of graffi ti that can also be categorised as guerilla advertising or 
street art. 
• Maintenance strategy: According to the Broken Windows Theory 

graffi titi needs to be removed regularly in order to reduce further 
occurrences in the future (Kelling  and  Wilson:1982). Offenders 
are discouraged from action if they perceive the space as being 
controlled by its users and residents (Newman, 1972)

• Increase maintenance interval for sticker removal

• Enhance maintainability: apply protection treatments that reduce 
or prevent adhesion and ease sticker removal. Renew surface 
treatments regularly

• Important inscriptions such as inventory numbers should be placed 
at the top of elements

• Increase social control: integrate users and residents into the site 
management through continual public participation. The needs 
of actual user groups can be incorporated into the further project 
development

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

601Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS

4 8 10

MU03

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

15%

52%

0%

78%

37%

7%

7%

4%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

602 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth at the base of street furnishingsD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth around lighting 

fi xture on a paved surface

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth around lighting 

fi xture on a paved surface

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth around waste 

container on a paved surface

2

3

3

0

1

1

MU04-01

MU04-02

MU04-03

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

603Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS

3

5

4

8

8

8

10

10

10

MU04

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   



Type square  
infra-
structurepark

adjoining
a building  

| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

604 sub-
surface   adjoining  

sur-
rounding

all 
surfaces

Spontaneous growth at the base of street furnishingsD06-24

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth around waste 

container on a paved surface

Spontaneous vegetation 
growth around bollards on 

limestone setts

2

8

0

1

MU04-04

MU04-06

Optimisation, prevention and protection strategies

• Prevent spontaneous growth through Increase the frequency and 
intensity of maintenance

• Implement sealed joints instead of unbound jointing materials 
surrounding street furnishings

• Implement paving with minimal jointing to reduce spontaneous 
growth

1. Manufacture street furnishings with integrated base plate element 
in order to increase maintainability

Surface top      bottom     side face
below
object    



| I Very good condition | II Good condition | III Satisfactory condition | IV Poor, potentially unsafe | V Critical condition, unsafe

605Context
nearby
vegetation

nearby
street           

below
tree       

adjoining 
a structure        

MATERIAL UNSPECIFIC WEAK POINTS

5

16

8

8

10

10

MU04

Context Site and context

Component 
quality

Design and detailing
Material specifi c factors
Implementation factors

Operating 
conditions

Environmental processes
User actions

Maintenance and repair
Force majeure

       Low High       

89%

22%

0%

30%

37%

19%

26%

41%

Cause analysis

Impact weighting

1

Level of exposure          exposed       moderate     shelteredUsage minimal     intensive   
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